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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Winooski is a vibrant and dynamic community in northwestern Vermont. It has
experienced changes in land use and changes in its population stemming from investments in
its downtown core over the past two decades. Starting with significant investments in downtown
Winooski, the city has experienced significant land-use changes along the gateways to
downtown connecting to points north and east out of the downtown core. These land-use
changes have brought new residents and increased demand for vehicle parking throughout the
city.
The City of Winooski Parking Management Plan (PMP) takes a comprehensive view of the state
of vehicle parking in the city. This PMP also looks outside of the downtown core, which was the
focus of a previous parking study in 2017. The PMP evaluates recent observed parking demand
across a cross section of streets in the city to determine the present parking situation for both
residential and nonresidential uses. This facilitates an evaluation of changes in land use and
changes in on-street supply over the next few years.
The City seeks to balance increased demand for housing and land-use development with the
associated increase in parking demand. This increase results in higher on-street parking
occupancy and more challenges for residents or visitors trying to find a parking space in front of
their destination. Parking was identified as the sixth-most-pressing transportation issue in the
2017 Transportation Plan—after bike lanes, sidewalks, road conditions, traffic congestion, and
safety.
The PMP uses an innovative application of the Urban Land Institute’s Shared Parking
methodology to account for each land use and its parking demand within the study area. Using
this methodology, it then calibrates that parking demand to observed conditions. The new
parking model was previously created for other applications in Chittenden County and was
significantly enhanced for this application. It is used to identify areas where parking tensions are
likely to arise because of future development or street reconfiguration.
The PMP necessitated over one thousand unique parking observations across 70 roadway
segments on 16 study streets across the city in 2020 and 2021. The existing parking conditions
outside of the downtown area have adequate capacity; most study segments are less than 50%
occupied during peak periods of demand. Some blocks experience higher parking occupancies
than others, and it varies by time of day and day of week.
Near-term future growth and land-use development in Winooski is focused on the Main Street
and East Allen gateways. These changes increase pressure on on-street parking, with several
streets expected to see average occupancies exceed 85% for several hours each day. Main
Street is scheduled to be reconstructed in 2022. This work will lead to fewer on-street spaces,
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which are anticipated to be in high demand and nearly fully utilized during all hours of the day in
the absence of any time limits or paid parking management.
The PMP reviews existing management practices and identifies a suite of policy and
management actions in Chapter 5.0. These actions inform management-appropriate
approaches for specific streets using the implementation plan set out in Chapter 6.0.
A set of recommendations are identified to prepare the City for the increasing parking pressure
that is expected because of the changes in land use and street reconfiguration. Table 1
summarizes the key recommendations and actions laid out in the PMP and include an
anticipated timeline for each item. Short term could be reasonably expected to be complete
within 5 years, mid term may require between 5 and 10 years, and long term recommendations
may require more than 10 years to accomplish.
TABLE 1: PMP RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATION
Set up enforcement
mechanisms for streets with
growing parking stress

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS
Signs, striping, and painting to inform where
parking is allowed or prohibited

Develop monitoring schedule

Set up routes and schedule for periodic video or

and program

hand count for on-street occupancy

TIMELINE

Short term

Short term

• Remove the word “reserved” from minimum
parking requirements
• Revise nonresidential rates to create additional
distinctions between uses
• Eliminate minimum parking requirements for
Update parking zoning
requirements

affordable units
• Reduce parking minimums for residential zones
• Formalize language to encourage “shared
interfacility parking”
• Consider when unbundling is recommended or
discouraged, and whether any incentives accrue
to development.
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RECOMMENDATION

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS

TIMELINE

Process for soliciting interest for residential permits

Short term

Develop residential parking
permit petition or community
input process
Initiate street-specific parking

Identify timelines, monitoring, and priority needs

management plans

along with applicable strategies

Short term

Identify funding and staff
capacity for additional
enforcement for time-limited or

Budget for staff training and labor hours

Mid term

paid parking
Zoning and land-development regulations to
Transportation demand

require transportation demand management

management requirements

policies and investments are part of land-use

Mid term

applications
Alternative funding sources for mobility hubs,
Transportation impact fees

bikeshare and carsharing infrastructure, and

Mid term

nonmotorized travel infrastructure
Enhanced transit service

Increased frequency and transit routes throughout
Winooski
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
With the adoption of a form-based code (FBC) in 2016, the City of Winooski (“the City”) has
seen an increase in development along its three primary corridors, including Main Street, East
Allen Street, and Malletts Bay Avenue. 1 These development projects, along with several other
municipal initiatives such as the Main Street Revitalization Plan and East Allen Street Scoping
Study, have resulted in additional development density and increased pressure on the City’s
limited on-street parking resources.
In response, the City sought funding through the Chittenden County Regional Planning
Commission’s (CCRPC) Unified Planning Work Program to study the issue. This work included
proactively evaluating the City’s existing parking inventory of both on-street and off-street
spaces, the City’s parking management policies, and the land-use regulations that dictate the
minimum parking required to accommodate new developments. The outcome of this effort is a
plan that will guide the City’s review, evaluation, and consideration of options to ensure parking
is effectively developed and managed throughout the city. This plan furthers work done in 2017
that reviewed parking in and around the downtown core.
In 2020, RSG and Desman Design Management (DESMAN) were retained to complete the City
of Winooski Parking Management Plan (PMP). The resulting PMP provides the City with
supporting data and analysis and policy guidance on how to manage the vehicle parking supply
and demand.
The PMP comprises the following chapters:

1

•

Chapter 1.0: Introduction (this chapter)

•

Chapter 2.0: Existing Conditions

•

Chapter 3.0: Land-Use and Parking Demand and Supply

•

Chapter 4.0: Parking Model

•

Chapter 5.0: Suite of Potential Policy Actions

•

Chapter 6.0: Implementation Plan

•

Chapter 7.0: Findings and Conclusion

A FBC fosters a more predictable built environment and focuses less on assigning specific land uses.
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“Parking” was a frequent topic during the most recent
CCRPC Metropolitan Transportation Plan.

1.1 BACKGROUND
The City of Winooski is a dynamic municipality. It is one of the fastest-growing communities in
Vermont—but also one of the smallest. It has the most racially and ethnically diverse population
and has physically undergone profound changes since the early 2000s. These changes include
significant increases in the number of multifamily dwelling units, particularly in the downtown
core. The introduction of FBC in 2016 has produced notable land-development changes along
the gateway corridors of Main Street, East Allen Street, and Malletts Bay Avenue that connect
the city with Burlington to the south and I-89, Colchester, and Essex to the north. Figure 1
shows the zoning map for the city. The Gateway Zoning District, as regulated by the FBC, is
reflected along the three primary corridors in the city.
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FIGURE 1: WINOOSKI ZONING MAP

Source: City of Winooski Official Zoning Map (downloaded 11 October 2021)

In support of the PMP, the project team utilized existing studies and reports to identify policy
guidance or other goals to ensure consistency with recognized initiatives. The City’s
Transportation Master Plan (TMP), completed in March 2017, is a comprehensive investigation
into the existing transportation system, future growth and development, and projects to address
future mobility needs. The TMP’s Vision statement summarizes the priorities to identify future
transportation investments:
Winooski recognizes the significance of the transportation system in sustaining a vibrant,
livable city by fostering a healthy community and strong local economy. Winooski’s
transportation system will meet the needs of the City’s diverse population and will
provide for safe, efficient, and convenient transportation choices for all users—including
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and public transit riders. The City will invest in safe and
regionally connected bicycle and pedestrian facilities to promote active transportation
and increase the number of people that walk and bike in and through the City. 2
“Transportation Master Plan.” Prepared for the City of Winooski and Chittenden County Regional
Planning Commission. March 2017, p. 4. Available at: https://studiesandreports.ccrpcvt.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Winooski-TMP-Final.pdf.
2
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Parking was considered in the TMP as a general topic. The infrastructure element and was not
considered a top priority (ranked 6 of 10) by participants in the TMP survey (Figure 2).
FIGURE 2: PRIORITIZED TRANSPORTATION ISSUES (CITY TRANSPORTATION PLAN)

Source: 2017 City of Winooski Transportation Master Plan

The TMP identified two potential improvements involving parking that could be informed from
the findings in this PMP. These include the following:
•

Parking demand on Malletts Bay Avenue. Investigate whether the demand is low
enough to support adding on-road bike lanes.

•

Barlow Street/St. Stephen Church. Investigate opportunities for shared parking
agreements.

The project team also examined the Downtown Parking Management Plan. This document, also
completed in 2017, reviewed parking in and around the downtown core, and evaluated the
metered parking as well as parking in the City-owned garage off Cascade Way. The PMP
looked to expand on this work by evaluating parking in other areas of the city. The 2017
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Downtown Parking Management Plan was completed by DESMAN, which was included as part
of the project team for this latest effort. The Downtown Parking Plan developed a shared
parking model. This model used a locally calibrated application of the Urban Land Institute
Shared Parking Model for the downtown uses; it specifically considered demand for parking in
the City garage off Cascade Way. The Downtown Parking Plan identified a host of policies and
investments to manage the supply and demand of vehicle parking. These included
consideration of new rate structures, payment methods, improved shared-use policies, and
institutional capacity building around enforcement and ongoing monitoring and optimization.

1.2 2021 WINOOSKI PARKING MANAGEMENT PLAN
The 2021 PMP is the second concerted effort, following the downtown focused PMP, to better
understand the demand for parking and how it might be managed with a geographic focus on
the Gateway Zoning District and nearby residential streets.
Goals of the 2021 PMP include:
•

Identify potential regulatory reforms regarding the amount of on-site parking required
with new developments.

•

Develop options to manage on-street parking in areas that are experiencing elevated
levels of parking pressure.

•

Define an implementation process for selecting the most appropriate management
option based on the specific factors identified for each location.

The PMP will inform the City’s efforts to support multimodal travel, encourage land-use and
transportation policies to reduce the need to own a private automobile, and provide a healthy
and safe transportation system for residents, employees, and visitors.
The PMP evaluated parking conditions using a selection of representative streets to
approximate parking for the overall city outside of the downtown core. In most cases, secondary
streets that intersected Main Street, East Allen Street, or Malletts Bay Avenue were only
analyzed for one or two blocks, representing the typical distance someone may consider
walking if on-street parking were not available near their specific destination. This analysis also
coincided with locations currently experiencing redevelopment activities. A map of the study
area, which identifies the streets that were analyzed through this process, is shown in Figure 3.
Note that Bellevue St., Lafountain St., and East Spring St. are only evaluated for the first block
length off of Main Street (not the full length of their street).
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FIGURE 3: PMP STUDY AREA

Source: RSG using ESRI ArcGIS OpenStreetMap background
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1.3 ADVISORY COMMITTEE
An Advisory Committee (“the Committee”) provided guidance, input, and feedback during the
study process. The Committee members were selected to represent various points of view.
Selection occurred based on either their profession or past participation on City boards or other
community engagement activities. The Committee included six members that represented views
from the City’s Infrastructure Commission, Downtown Winooski (a citywide organization
representing businesses), affordable housing advocates, land-use developers, the Planning
Commission, and the Housing Commission. Additionally, many of the Committee members
either rent or own homes in various parts of Winooski and could offer a range of personal
parking perspectives.
The Committee involved members of the public who were expected to help share and publicize
information about the parking study. The Committee also assisted with the design and public
outreach of a web-based survey to capture a wide cross section of parking information from
residents, visitors, employees, and business owners in the city. Section 2.3 of this report
describes the survey in more detail.
The Committee met four times during the study:
•

January 26, 2021: The Committee met to discuss the scope of the study, the goals, the
study area and parking data collection process, the concept of shared parking and how
the parking modeling will be done, and the survey and public engagement activities.

•

April 28, 2021: The meeting reviewed the extensive parking occupancy data that was
collected and the public survey results. The Committee had a preliminary discussion of
policies to manage areas with high parking demand.

•

September 22, 2021: The results of the existing and near-term future parking model
were discussed. The areas with growing or increased parking occupancy were identified.
The Committee reviewed a range of possible policy and management responses.

•

November 17, 2021: The Committee reviewed and provided feedback on the draft PMP.
Comments and inputs were incorporated into the final version of the report.

Each of the Advisory Committee meetings included public comment periods to solicit and
encourage input from the public.
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2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1 CENSUS DATA
According to the US Census Bureau, the City of Winooski had a population of 7,997 as of 2020.
This represents an increase of approximately 800 persons from 2010. The city has a land area
of 1.4 square miles and is largely built out, with few undeveloped lots. Recent increases in
population are associated with redevelopment. The long-term growth for the city will be driven
by the City’s ability to intensify the land-use base through redevelopment. The CCRPC’s growth
forecast for the city within the regional transportation plan is fairly modest, with the population
adding between 500 and 600 persons by 2040.
The increase in population experienced between 2010 and 2020, as reflected in the census
data, correlates with the growth in housing units in the city. There were 3,197 occupied units in
2010 with an average of 2.25 persons per unit. The number of housing units increased to 3,844
in 2020, but the number of persons per unit decreased to an average of 2.1 persons per unit.
The context of persons per housing unit is important since the number of owned vehicles might
also change over time as it relates to the amount of car parking that is needed per residential
address.
Within the city, the autos per household varies between 1.51 and 1.79, with a citywide average
of 1.63 autos per household. The averages for number of autos per household for Winooski and
nearby communities are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2: AUTOS PER HOUSEHOLD
COMMUNITY

AUTOS PER HOUSEHOLD

Winooski

1.63

Burlington

1.57

South Burlington

1.75

Colchester

1.80

Chittenden County

1.84

Vermont
Source: CNT H+T Dashboard

1.93
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The Center for Neighborhood Technology 3 (CNT) dashboard shows the block groups for the city
and the ranges of autos per household (Figure 4).
FIGURE 4: CNT H+T DASHBOARD FOR AUTOS PER HOUSEHOLD

Source: CNT H+T https://htaindex.cnt.org/map/#

The percentage of households without access to a privately owned vehicle is also an important
guide when considering parking requirements. The ACS five-year data is visualized using the
Federal Highway Administration Planning, Environment, Realty GIS Dashboard
(http://hepgis.fhwa.dot.gov) and indicates that 15% of the households in the city are zero-vehicle
households (Figure 5). This is higher than the national average, which is 8.7% of households. 4

3 The Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT), a national data warehouse, maintains a Housing and
Transportation (H+T) dashboard with several performance measures mapped to census zones. The H+T
dashboard aggregates data from the American Community Survey (ACS) and its more detailed data
included in the Public Use Microdata Sample.
4 2019 ACS data
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FIGURE 5: PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH NO CAR OWNERSHIP (FHWA HEP)

Source: FHWA HEP GIS Dashboard
(https://hepgis.fhwa.dot.gov/fhwagis/ViewMap.aspx?map=Demographic+Information|Percent+of+Households+with+N
o+Car+Ownership)

These two datapoints, a lower-than-average number of vehicles per household, and a greater
percentage of zero-vehicle households, suggest that residential parking demand in Winooski is
lower than what is observed regionally, statewide, and nationally.

2.2 PARKING OCCUPANCY DATA
To provide direct information on actual parking conditions, City staff, CCRPC staff, and
community volunteers conducted field observations at various days and times for the identified
segments. The parking occupancy data for on- and off-street spaces was collected to estimate
the actual parking demand. Sixteen city streets, comprising 70 segments (or block faces) were
selected. Both the observed empirical demand and census data are used in later tasks to
develop the parking model.
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The streets are shown in Table 3 and also reflected in Figure 3, as noted previously.
TABLE 3: PMP STUDY STREETS AND EXISTING CAPACITY
ON-STREET
PMP STUDY AREA STREETS
SPACES
Bellevue Street (Main to Richard)
24
East Allen Street (Main to Barlow)
13
Lafountain Street (Main to Leclair)
9
LaPointe Street
71
Main Street
148
Malletts Bay Avenue
86
Manseau Street (Lafountain to E. Allen)
23
Mansion Street
16
Platt Street
35
Spring Street
54
St. Peter Street
82
Stevens Street
10
Union Street (Main to Weaver)
11
Weaver Street
213
West Street
81
Total
876

OFF-STREET
SPACES

30
257
38
70
755
210
32
100
156
200
150
15
8
339
236
2,596

The parking observations serve two purposes in this PMP. First, they provide real-world
information for a robust, rich dataset that can be used to establish the baseline conditions from
which the city can evaluate future changes. The city can then track incremental changes to the
available parking inventory and start to identify more immediate impacts that may align with
specific developments or redevelopments. Second, the parking occupancy data informs the
calibration of the parking model developed for the city as described in Chapter 4.0. Specific
parking rates, utilization of off-street parking spaces compared to on-street parking spaces, and
utilization of spaces based on time of day are inputs to the model. Parking demand and street
occupancy are outputs from the model and are compared against the real-world observations
that the project team collected.
Parking observations were made from mid-November 2020 to April 2021 at both on-street and
off-street parking locations. Specific observations included the following:
•

On-street: 1,223 unique parking observations were made for the 70 study area street
segments along the 16 study area streets. Each segment was surveyed at least once,
with some streets or segments receiving multiple observations on different days of the
week (979 weekday and 244 weekend) and times of the day.
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•

Off street: 618 unique parking observations were made for off-street parking areas of the
properties located along the study area streets. At least one observation was made for
every parcel on the study area streets. Some locations were observed more than once.
Different days of the week and times of the day were also collected.

The following general conclusions were made of the parking occupancy data during the AM
(7:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.) and PM (12:00 p.m.–7:00 p.m.) time periods.

AM Weekday Conditions (7:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.)
Across the entire study area, morning observations from street segments indicated that 27% of
the on-street spaces were typically occupied. Some segments along Manseau Street, Malletts
Bay Ave, and Weaver Street saw the highest average occupancy rates during the morning
period. Specific segments and time periods can see spikes in demand, such as what occurs
near St. Francis’s for school pickup/drop off or during church services.
Table 4 shows the top 10 study area street segments with the highest observed average
parking occupancy rates during the AM time period.
TABLE 4: TOP 10 HIGHEST OCCUPANCY STREET SEGMENTS (AM PERIOD)
STREET

SEGMENT

PARKING
OCCUPANCY

Manseau Street*

High St to E. Allen St (SB)

64%

Malletts Bay Ave

Union St/West Ln to W. Allen St (SB)

58%

Malletts Bay Ave

Elm St to W. Spring St (SB)

56%

Manseau Street

Lafountain St to High St (SB)

50%

Weaver Street

Maple St to W. Allen St (SB)

50%

Weaver Street

Union St to Maple St (SB)

49%

Weaver Street

W. Spring St to Union St (SB)

46%

Malletts Bay Ave

W. Spring St to West Ln (SB)

44%

Main Street

Railroad Bridge to Mansion St (NB)

44%

Weaver Street

Union St to W. Spring St (NB)

42%

SB =On-street parking spaces in the southbound direction of travel
NB =On-street parking space in the northbound direction of travel
*Manseau Street had additional parking demands associated with construction on the street.
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PM Weekday Conditions (12:00 p.m.–7:00 p.m.)
Across the entire study area, the observations from street segments that were taken during the
afternoon period indicated that 33% of the on-street spaces were typically occupied. Some
segments along Lafountain Street, Weaver Street, Main Street, and Manseau Street saw the
highest average occupancy rates during the PM time period. Table 5 shows the top 10 study
area street segments with the highest observed parking occupancy rates during the PM time
period.
TABLE 5: TOP 10 HIGHEST OCCUPANCY STREET SEGMENTS (PM PERIOD)
PARKING

STREET

SEGMENT

Lafountain Street

Main St to Leclair St (EB)

89%

Malletts Bay Ave

W. Spring St to West Ln (SB)

67%

Malletts Bay Ave

Elm St to W. Spring St (SB)

66%

Malletts Bay Ave

Union St/West Ln to W. Allen St (SB)

63%

Lapointe Street

La Fountain St to Bruce St (NB)

63%

Weaver Street

Maple St to W. Allen St (SB)

57%

Weaver Street

Union St to Maple St (SB)

56%

Manseau Street

High St to E. Allen St (SB)

55%

Main Street

W. Allen St to Railroad Bridge (NB)

50%

Main Street

Mansion St to Platt St (NB)

49%

OCCUPANCY

EB = On-street parking spaces in the eastbound direction of travel
SB = On-street parking spaces in the southbound direction of travel
NB = On-street parking spaces in the northbound direction of travel

The following conclusions can be drawn from the parking occupancy data:
•

Existing on-street parking inventory and management is serving the current demands.
Only one segment experiences sustained high occupancy rates with averages above
70%.

•

High-demand streets have been identified and can be monitored. Streets that are
experiencing relatively higher rates of parking occupancy are now flagged and can be
monitored for changes over time. A parking occupancy template suitable for monitoring is
provided in Appendix B (provided under separate cover).

•

Capacity enables choices— there is sufficient capacity to accommodate additional landuse development or accommodate street reconfigurations that may reduce the supply of
on-street parking.
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•

The AM period has fewer street segments that experience parking occupancy in excess
of 50% compared to the PM period. The PM period has a few segments that see
occupancy exceeding 85%, with most segments in the 20% to 50% range. Figure 6
shows the distribution of on-street study area segments by percent occupancy during the
AM and PM periods. Overall, the visualization presents a compelling narrative that of the
streets in the study area, most streets have available existing capacity.

FIGURE 6: DISTRIBUTION OF SEGMENTS BY OCCUPANCY RATE

Source: RSG

Detailed information on parking occupancy for reach street segment is included in Appendix A
(provided under separate cover).
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2.3 WEB SURVEY
To better understand the observed parking occupancy data, the project team administered a
comprehensive choice-based web survey between mid-March 2021 and April 22, 2021. The
web survey was sent out via City newsletters, community email forums, and through formal and
informal channels, including the Advisory Committee members. The survey provided a direct
engagement method between members of the public and the project team.

Who Responded
The survey attracted 281 complete responses from those who park in the city. Of the surveys
that were submitted (respondents can select all that apply):
•

226 respondents reside in the city.

•

153 shop, dine, or visit the city.

•

77 work in the city.

As a point of reference, 36 respondents indicated that they both live and work in the city,
representing 12.8% of the survey results. This is comparable to the 8.3% estimated by the 2018
LEHD Origin Destination Employment Statistics census data. 5 The web survey asked questions
regarding parking behavior, parking location preferences, and management practices and
categorized the results by the various user groups as noted above. The primary user group
response rates are summarized in the Figure 7.

OnTheMap Census tool.
https://lehd.ces.census.gov/applications/help/onthemap.html#!what_is_onthemap.
5
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FIGURE 7: SURVEY RESPONSES, BY USER GROUP

Vehicles per Household
The average number of vehicles per Winooski household in the survey is 1.62. This value is in
the range of census data that shows Winooski between 1.51 and 1.79 (varying by census tract)
and lower than the Chittenden County (1.84) and Vermont average (1.93). It is nearly identical
to the average identified by the CNT dataset at 1.63.

Areas with Parking Challenges
The top two streets identified with parking challenges are in the downtown area and outside of
this PMP (Figure 8). Those in the study area; Mallets Bay Avenue, Weaver Street, Main Street
were noted by survey respondents do have some of the highest observed parking occupancies
(see Table 4 and Table 5 in Section 2.3). Overall, only 7% of respondents reported having
“frequent” trouble parking close to home while 64% reported having no trouble.
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FIGURE 8: STREETS WITH THE MOST IDENTIFIED PARKING ISSUES

Survey Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the survey dataset:
•

Winooski residents are likely to own fewer vehicles per household compared to the
average Chittenden County or Vermont household. Nearly 75% of residents who do not
use a garage or parking structure park their vehicle in off-street driveways or lots.
Twenty-five percent of residents report frequent and occasional challenges parking close
to their home.

•

Those working in Winooski indicate that 15% of all employees’ park on the street and
over 65% use off-street parking lots. Nearly 40% of employees who live and work in the
city keep their vehicle at home when they are at work.

•

Visitors to Winooski are willing to pay for parking, with nearly 60% currently paying for
parking. However, most visitors (70%) are only coming for one or two trips each week
and 50% staying less than 1hour. Twenty percent of visitors report trips more than 4
hours in length.
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Although the demographics of the residents do compare well with the demographics of the
resident population, the survey was not designed by using a representative sample. The survey
is a ‘convenience’ sample where those who responded are ‘self-selected’ to respond, and
therefore the results must be treated with caution.
The analyzed summary of the web survey is included in Appendix C and the full survey
questionnaire and answers is included in Appendix D (appendices provided under separate
cover).

2.4 COVID-19 PANDEMIC CONDITIONS
The COVID-19 pandemic has produced profound shifts in typical travel behavior. Attitudes have
changed regarding frequency of travel, the interest in and ability to telework, and the economy.
The food service industry, which includes restaurants and bars, has been particularly affected.
One example from the food service industry where parking has been specifically impacted has
been a shift from longer-term parking needs for in-person dining to shorter-term parking options
for curbside services.
The pandemic has necessitated research into how the data collected as part of this PMP may
be affected by the overall changes in behavior. This is important in determining how the data
can be used to inform future conditions. The effects from the pandemic on parking demands can
be considered from the needs of both the residential and nonresidential perspective.
The residential Weaver Street was analyzed by comparing parking observations that were taken
by the CCRPC in April of 2018 to the observations made during 2020 and 2021. The original
counts were done along Weaver Street as part of an analysis to consider the impacts of onstreet bicycle facilities. 6 Several parking observations were made across a typical weekday.
These observations were averaged and compared to the observations made during this study.
A segment-by-segment average parking occupancy was compared between the two sets of
counts. It is evident that some segments vary more than others; however, in aggregate the
corridor did see a modest increase in parking demand during the COVID-19 observations.
When that occupancy percentage is converted into vehicles, the COVID-19 period experienced
fewer than two additional vehicles.
Nonresidential employees in Winooski are more likely to be employed in sectors less able to
telework, with 36% of non-Winooski residents reporting in the survey they were working
remotely as of April 2021. However, because only 20% of employees typically park on street
(survey), the pandemic effect on the observed on-street parking conditions is likely negligible

The weekday counts were conducted by the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission on
4/18/2018.
6
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These findings indicate the combined survey and occupancy data provide a quality
representation of the conditions found during the first part of 2021 and can be used to inform
future parking behaviors. Additional details on the COVID-19 conditions are found in Appendix
G (provided under separate cover).

2.5 EXISTING POLICIES AND REGULATIONS
When evaluating the current policies and regulations regarding parking in Winooski, the project
team considered industry best practices, as recommended by organizations such as the
International Parking and Mobility Institute, the National Parking Association, the Urban Land
Institute (ULI), the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), and the American Planning
Association. Many of these practices were applicable to the overall management of parking
assets and the requirements for parking as they applied to new development or the introduction
of new uses.
The project team also evaluated the specifics of existing policies and regulations relative to
‘comparable’ communities within the state. Winooski occupies a unique position within the State
of Vermont. While it is in the second quartile of municipalities in terms of total population, it
ranks the highest of all Vermont cities and towns in population density (persons per square
mile). This factor has a significant impact on development, transportation, and accessibility
planning for a community as the amount of open and available land is highly constrained and
the competition for resources is significantly enhanced. The closest comparable communities
DESMAN could identify that experienced similar issues of population density were the cities of
Burlington and Rutland. The City of Montpelier and the Towns of Brattleboro and Middlebury
have similar population totals compared to Winooski, however, all three have much lower
population densities than Winooski. Table 6 provides an overview of Winooski compared to the
above-mentioned municipalities in terms of total population, geographic area, population
density, and other relevant characteristics.
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TABLE 6: WINOOSKI PARKING PEERS
TOTAL
POPULATION

TOTAL
AREA
(SQ MI)

POPULATION
DENSITY
(PP/SQ MI)

MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

MEDIAN
PROPERTY
VALUE

SELFDRIVING
RATE

AVERAGE # OF
CARS/
HOUSEHOLD

Winooski

7,242

1.51

4,796

$51,728

$225,200

68.2%

1.32

Burlington

45,545

15.49

2,747

$51,394

$284,500

52.1%

1.36

Rutland

15,398

7.68

2,005

$48,212

$153,300

76.9%

1.44

Brattleboro

6,507

4.2

1,550

$34,739

$203,300

65.4%

1.23

Middlebury

6,966

13.9

501

$56,192

$271,600

46.9%

1.35

Montpelier

7,477

10.25

729

$65,078

$252,600

67.0%

1.33

COMMUNITY

Source: 2019 American Community Survey, US Census Bureau

In terms of median household income and median property value, Winooski ranked in the middle of surveyed communities. Winooski
had one of the higher driving rates among the pool, although both Burlington and Middlebury with their concentrated student
populations both skewed these results somewhat. Winooski reported roughly the same average number of vehicles per household to
the rest of municipalities, except for Brattleboro, which has a higher concentration of older residents who no longer drive. All values,
as taken from the US Census Bureau’s 2019 ACS, can be examined in Table 6.
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Parking Management
Parking industry best practice holds that municipal parking systems should be managed by a
department specifically tasked with provision or coordination of all parking, transportation, and
mobility services within the community. This creates a single point of contact and information for
constituents evaluating their transportation options. Some efficiencies are also realized when all
municipal parking functions, such as facility management and maintenance, operations,
enforcement, and collections, are contained within a single entity. Larger municipalities or
organizations commonly adopt this management structure, especially colleges.
Neither Winooski nor the other comparable communities currently operate under this kind of
structure. Winooski, Burlington, and Rutland all manage day-to-day parking operations through
their Department of Public Works, who also provides all maintenance services. While Winooski
does not have a specific parking department, the Department of Public Works is part of the
Parking Team along with the Planning Department, Economic Development Office, the Code
Enforcement Officer, Fire Chief, and other department heads. The team meets monthly to
manage parking issues throughout the city.
In Winooski, parking enforcement is handled by the Code Enforcement Office through dedicated
staffing to monitor on-street meters and City-controlled off-street facilities such as the parking lot
behind the CCV (Lot 7D) and the parking garage accessed from Cascade Way. Appeals in the
City of Winooski are handled by a grand juror who reviews these appeals on a case-by-case
basis. Parking enforcement in Winooski is limited to the downtown core and immediate vicinity.

Other Communities
In Brattleboro, Middlebury, and Montpelier, parking is managed by the police department. In the
case of Middlebury, there is no fee-for-use parking, so all parking is managed by time limit,
which is enforcement by police department personnel. Montpelier has a limited number of
permit-only lots, but the majority of their parking system—both on- and off-street—is managed
through meters, which again are subject to enforcement in terms of both payment and time limit
by the police department. Brattleboro has a single garage and six surface lots that are managed
through meters and permits, as well extensive metering of on-street spaces across their
downtown, where the primary focus is enforcing payment at meters, display of permits, or
adherence to posted time limits. As all of these charges fall under the police department, it is
natural that the police department also serve as the primary management body and information
clearinghouse for the public parking system.
In Rutland, it appears that the department of public works (DPW) was selected to serve at the
management agency for on- and off-street parking, but the community still relies on the police
department to enforce policy. Adjudication of contested tickets in Rutland is handled by the City
Attorney, who hears all appeals. Payment may be made online, via mail, or at City Hall.
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Burlington’s structure most closely approximates industry best practice, with parking
management, administration, operations, enforcement, adjudication, and collections all
contained with the DPW. Absorption of parking enforcement, adjudication, and collections duties
is a fairly new development in Burlington; until recently these functions were still performed by
the police department.

On-Street and Off-Street Parking Rates
Parking industry best practice recommends that on-street parking be priced substantially higher
than off-street parking. As a rule of thumb, the cost to park for a particular period at an on-street
meter should be at least 50% higher than the cost for the same length of time at an off-street
facility; many communities set their on-street meter rates to cost double the same length of time
in an off-street facility. The theory behind this practice is that on-street parking, due to its relative
proximity to many destinations, will always be in higher demand than off-street parking and
should be priced to reflect this. In addition, by pricing on-street parking higher, an incentive is
created for long-term parkers such as employees and residents, who are also more familiar with
the area, to seek off-street options, leaving those curbside spaces open for infrequent or firsttime visitors who many need proximity to successfully navigate between parking and their
intended destination.
Montpelier has adopted this practice universally. Both Brattleboro and Burlington have adopted
a pricing strategy based on proximity to areas of high demand and relative utilization where onstreet spaces in higher demand are priced higher than nearby off-street options. In Brattleboro,
the most popular on-street spaces are $0.60 per hour more than spaces in less popular offstreet facilities with a few exceptions where high-demand on-street and off-street spaces are
priced the same. In Burlington, parking in the Marketplace Garage is $1.00 per hour, while
parking on streets surrounding the Church Street Marketplace is $1.50 per hour. However, in
other areas where demand is not as intense, on-street parking meters are priced at $1.00 per
hour or even $0.40 per hour. Rutland, which has more on-street capacity than spaces in offstreet facilities, has inverted their rate structure, charging 50% less per hour for on-street
parking 7 than in off-street facilities.
Only downtown Winooski has both off-street and on-street paid parking to consider managing in
this way. Over time if additional paid parking off-street is established elsewhere in the city the
differential for on-street and off-street should be considered in light of these other examples.
The historical context in Winooski includes robust discussions and agreement with the
downtown businesses community for low rates and fines. If additional paid parking is eventual
pursued, further community dialogue would be valuable to agree on the pricing philosophy.

However, there is a time limit for on-street spaces which does not exist in the off-street facilities which
allow transient parking.
7
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Residential-Only Parking
Residential parking permit (RPP) programs are typically created to establish a barrier to
intrusion into residential areas from adjacent commercial districts. RPP zones are
geographically designated areas within which only authorized permit holders, most commonly
residents and their guests, may park under the rules of the program. Some RPP zones are in
effect only during evening, overnight, and early morning hours on weekdays, and 24/7
weekends and holidays, but it is more common to find the program is in effect around the clock.
In areas where commercial businesses exist within the RPP zone, the owners of those
businesses and their employees may also qualify for permits and the zone may allow short-term
(usually two hours or less) free or metered parking to accommodate customers and visitors.
Parking industry best practice recommends RPP zones be established in collaboration with the
community. The boundaries of the zone may be initially determined by a municipal official or can
be part of the constituent-lead creation process. The process typically starts with a group of
residents coming together and lobbying within their neighborhood for establishment of a RPP
program. Many communities require constituents present municipal leaders with a signed
petition demonstrating majority support for the establishment of the program.
Once the petition has been presented or the decision to advance the initiative otherwise made,
it is considered a best practice among progressive municipalities to conduct an inventory of the
proposed zone to establish the practical capacity of the area. Ideally, the municipality issues
only the number of permits equivalent to the capacity of the area by limiting the number of
permits which can be issued per resident or household. Some communities manage this
process by establishing a price structure which makes the first permit affordable, but each
additional permit increases in cost aggressively to deter over subscription.
While this best practice is intended to balance demand with supply and promote equitable
distribution of permits among RPP zone constituents, few municipalities adopt it. Instead, most
communities limit the issue of permits to a fixed maximum per individual, household, or
business demonstrating valid residency within the area independent of the practical on-street
capacity of the RPP zone. These permits allow the holder to claim a curbside space within the
zone, if it is available, but do not reserve a specific space for each user.
Parking industry best practice holds that it is critical to clearly state the objective(s) of an RPP,
which are not always readily apparent to constituents outside the zone or new residents. The
global objective of any RPP is to limit or prioritize the on-street spaces for vehicles associated
with the adjacent land use.
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Table 7 compares the City’s parking management structure with its peers.
TABLE 7: WINOOSKI PARKING MANAGEMENT VS. PEERS
OFF-STREET
TRANSIENT
RATE
(PER HR)

Winooski

Parking Team

Code
Enforcement

1

1

Yes

$1.00

$1.00

Burlington

DPW

DPW

3

5

Yes

$0.40-$1.50

$1.00

Rutland

DPW

Police

1

2

Yes

$0.50

$1.00

Brattleboro

Police

Police

1

6

Yes

$1.00

$0.40-$1.00

Middlebury
Montpelier

Police
Police

Police
Police

0
0

6
4

No
Yes

n/a
$1.00

n/a
$0.50-$0.75

Source: DESMAN

# OF
LOTS

ON-STREET
METER RATE
(PER HR)

ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY

COMMUNITY

# OF
GARAGES

ONSTREET
METERS

MANAGEMENT
AGENCY

PARKING
PERMIT RATE
(PER MONTH)

n/a
$55.00$96.00
$45.00$55.00
$18.33$66.66
n/a
$80.00

Table 8 compares the City’s residential parking management structure with its peers.
TABLE 8: WINOOSKI RPP MANAGEMENT VS. PEERS
COMMUNITY

8

RPP
PROGRAM IN
PLACE?

RPP ZONE
DESIGNATION

RESIDENT
PERMIT LIMIT

GUEST
PARKING
PASS LIMIT

RPP ZONE
EXCEPTION
PASSES?

RPP
CREDENTIAL

ANNUAL
PERMIT COST

Winooski

Yes

City Manager

1

2

Yes

Sticker

n/a

Burlington

Yes

Petition

4

2

Yes

Sticker

$10.00 8

Rutland

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Brattleboro

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Middlebury

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Montpelier

Yes

Police
Department

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Burlington charges to offset the administrative burden of the program
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Winooski’s Residential Parking Permit program was designed to help control parking in
residential areas by students attending Community College of Vermont. 9 The RPP includes East
Allen Street, Barlow Street, East Spring Street, Mansion Street, and Platt Street. The City
Manager is responsible for parking decisions and there is no documented formal request
procedure for residents.
There is no evaluation of practical capacity within the proposed program area, although permits
are restricted to one per qualifying resident. Under the current program, residents can qualify for
up to two reusable guest parking permits, and exemptions are granted for businesses within the
program area and property owners. There is currently no cost for the permits.
By comparison, Burlington also has a RPP program in place that initiates with a residential
petition process. As with Winooski, there is no study of area capacity, but the City does cap the
number of permits which can be issued per household or residential unit. There does not appear
to be any kind of exemption for businesses within a RPP zone, but residents can purchase
passes good for up to 30 days for contractors working on their home within the area.
Rutland, Brattleboro, and Middlebury do not have any kind of RPP program in place currently.
Montpelier has particular streets designated as part of a RPP program, but the ordinances do
not detail how those areas were designated or any of the mechanics of those programs.

Violations and Fines
The City of Winooski has the legal right to impose fines of as little as $5.00 per offense to as
high as $250.00 per offense for parking violations. Section 15.03.01 of the City Ordinances lists
twelve distinctive violations, each with an associated base fine. If the violator does not contest
the citation or pay the fine with fourteen days of issue, the original fine will be doubled. The base
fine for parking beyond the time paid for and/or listed as the maximum length of stay at a meter
($5.00/violation) doubles after 14 days without payment and double again after 21 days without
payment. Individuals with more than $100.00 in overdue fines for parking violations or more
than three overtime violations may be identified as ‘scofflaws’ and be subject to additional
charges and/or have their vehicle impounded.
We benchmarked the current fines in place in Winooski against similar fines in the other
comparable Vermont communities. The City of Winooski intentionally has set fines and rates in
consultation with the downtown business community.
As each community defines and labels various violations differently, it was impossible to do a
direct comparison between municipalities. For example, Winooski leveled fines of $20.00 per
occurrence for individuals parking in Delivery Zones or on the Left Side Curb. None of the other
communities had these specific violations in their ordinances, but did cite comparable or similar
9

Winooski Resident Parking Info https://www.winooskivt.gov/documentcenter/view/1754
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situations among their listing of violation. In order to facilitate a reasonable comparison of fine,
DESMAN grouped violations into one of the following seven categories which included:
•

Fines for Parking in a Prohibited Area, which could include illegal parking in delivery
zones, loading zones, any street closed to parking by statute, reserved spaces in public
facilities, or general violations depending on the community.

•

Fines for Parking to Inhibit Pedestrians, which could include parking to block a sidewalk
or crosswalk, parking on greenbelts, or general violations depending on the community.

•

Fines for Life Safety Violations, which could include parking in a fire lane, parking too
close to a fire hydrant, parking in defiance of snow bans, parking to restrict safe traffic
flow, blocking access to handicapped access facilities, or general violations depending on
the community.

•

Fines for Parking Illegally in a Permit Zone, which could include parking without a permit
in a designated permit-only facility, a Residential Parking Permit area, or general
violations depending on the community.

•

Fines for Parking in an Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessible Space, which
covered incidents of parking in a handicapped space without a placard.

•

Fine for Exceeding the Posted Time Limit, which could apply to both metered and
unmetered parking spaces, depending on the community.

•

Fines for Failure to Pay the Meter, which included both the failure to make initial payment
as well as failure to make payment for additional time (when not exceeding posted time
limits).

Winooski’s fines generally fall in the middle to lower half of the range for most initial violations
with the exception of abuses of handicapped parking, where Winooski leads (Table 9 & Table
10). Of the communities surveyed, only Rutland levies the same fine for exceeding the posted
time limit and failing to pay a meter; Burlington, Brattleboro, and Montpelier all have higher fines
for time limit violations 10 than failure to pay penalties, while in Winooski the inverse is true. The
basis for this contrast is not clearly stated in the ordinances of any of these municipalities, but
typically one sees higher fines placed on time violations versus payment violations when either:
1. The community has more time-limited on-street spaces than metered on-street spaces
and limited enforcement resources, so the penalties have been set aggressively to
dissuade repeat offenders; or

Time limit is exceeding the posted time limit, so if you stay longer than 2 hours at 2 hour meter, even if
you pay for the additional time, you are still exceeding the time limit. Failure to Pay is where you either did
not put any money in the meter or not enough to cover your time.
10
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2. The community has limited enforcement primarily to metered areas with enforcement of
time-limited area being incidental. Under this scenario, parking enforcement personnel
are more likely to write citations for failure to pay than overtime violations and therefore
that fine is higher to offset the costs of enforcement. A particular municipality may focus
enforcement on metered areas because there are fewer complaints of violations in timelimited areas or because there is abundant capacity in these areas so that require little
regulation.
TABLE 9: WINOOSKI ENFORCEMENT FEES VS. PEERS
PARKING IN
PROHIBITED
AREA

PARKING TO
INHIBIT
PEDESTRIANS

LIFE SAFETY
VIOLATIONS

Winooski
Burlington
Rutland
Brattleboro
Middlebury

$20.00
$75.00
$50.00
$50.00
$5.00

$20.00
$75.00
$50.00
$20.00
$10.00

$35.00
$75.00
$10.00
$20.00
$25.00

PARKING
ILLEGALLY
IN A PERMIT
ZONE
$50.00
$75.00
$10.00
$20.00
$5.00

Montpelier

$15.00

$15.00

$50.00

$15.00

COMMUNITY

ACCESSIBLE
PARKING
VIOLATIONS
$200.00
$125.00
$50.00
$100.00
$25.00
n/a

All the communities, with the exception of Middlebury, also have a scofflaw policy in place which
allows the City rights to immobilize and/or impound a vehicle after a set number of violations or
set dollar figure for total outstanding violations, is breached.
TABLE 10: WINOOSKI ENFORCEMENT FEES VS. PEERS (CONTINUED)
EXCEEDING
FAILURE TO
DEADLINE
PENALTY
COMMUNITY
POSTED
PAY THE
FOR
FOR LATE
TIME LIMIT
METER
PAYMENT
PAYMENT
Winooski
$5.00
$12.00
14 days
Fines Double
$13.00
Burlington
$75.00
$15.00
30 days
surcharge
Rutland
$15.00
$15.00
7 days
Fines Double
$10.00
Brattleboro
$20.00
$10.00
14 days
surcharge
Middlebury
$5.00
n/a
10 days
Fines Double
$8.00
Montpelier
$15.00
$10.00
10 days
surcharge
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Required Parking
Parking Minimums
Finally, we compared parking requirements per zoning in Winooski against the other five
communities. In addition to looking at parking demand ratios specific to key land uses, we also
considered whether the code in each community provided incentives to promote more
sustainable design and modes of transportation. For the comparison of Winooski code to the
other towns and cities, DESMAN focused on the sections applicable to the zoning districts each
surveyed street existed within, as shown in Table 11. Therefore, we did not provide an analysis
or comparison between parking requirements in the Downtown Core or C-1 or C-2 Zoning
Districts.
TABLE 11: APPLICABLE ZONING DISTRICTS BY STREET STUDIED

Study Area Street
Bellevue Street
East Allen Street
Lafountain Street
Lapointe Street
Main Street
Mallets Bay Avenue
Manseau Street
Mansion Street
Platt Street
Spring Street
St. Peter Street
Stevens Street
Tigan Street
Union Street
Weaver Street
West Street

Starting Point
Main Street
East Street
Main Street
Corrine Street
East Allen Street
East Allen Street
Lafountain Street
Main Street
Main Street
Mallets Bay Avenue
Mallets Bay Avenue
Weaver Street
Weaver Street
Weaver Street
East Allen Street
Pine Street

Terminus
Richard Street
Dion Street
Leclair Street
Gamelin Court
South Park Drive*
Young Street*
East Allen Street
Barlow Street
Barlow Street
Barlow Street
Main Street
Main Street
Main Street
Main Street
South Park Drive*
Morehouse Drive*

* Approximate terminus
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Zoning District
Gateway & R-B
Gateway
Gateway & R-B
R-A
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway & R-B
Gateway & R-C
Gateway & R-C
Gateway & R-C
Gateway & R-C
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway & R-C
R-B & R-C
R-C
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The project team observed significant differences in how Winooski set their parking requirements relative to the other municipalities
surveyed in terms of both tangible requirements and general approach (Table 12). Winooski’s current code calls for parking
minimums, as does the zoning by-laws for Middlebury. Burlington, Brattleboro, and Montpelier all have zoning requirements which
specify both parking minimums and maximums, thereby capping the number of spaces a developer can introduce to the area within
their project without special approval. The setting of parking maximums is considered a best practice among urban planners. In all
cases, parking maximums are described in terms of the percentage above what would be required under the posted parking
minimums, rather than a separate set of standards by land use.
TABLE 12: COMPARISON OF MINIMUM PARKING REQUIREMENTS PER ZONING
COMMUNITY

RESIDENTIAL
USES
(PER UNIT)

COMMERCIAL USES
RETAIL
(PER KSF)

RESTAURANT
(PER KSF)

OTHER
(PER KSF)

LODGING/

THEATER/

INDUSTRIAL/

GENERAL

HOTELS
(PER ROOM)

PAC
(PER SEAT)

MANUFACTURING
(PER KSF)

OFFICE
(PER KSF)

Winooski

1.00-2.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

1.00

0.25

3.00

4.00

Burlington

1.00-2.00

1.30-4.00

4.00

1.00-3.33

0.75-1.00

0.25

3.30-4.30

2.00-3.00

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Brattleboro

1.00

3.33-6.66

3.33-6.66

3.33-6.66

0.80-1.00

0.17

0.67-1.66

1.12-1.67

Middlebury

1.50-2.00

6.66

n/a

n/a

2.00

n/a

1.00

4.00

Montpelier

1.00

1.11-3.33

1.11-3.33

1.11-3.33

0.80-1.00

0.17

0.67-1.66

1.11-3.33

Rutland
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Winooski’s parking requirements align with parking industry base parking demand as
determined through empirical research of existing land uses and published in texts like the
Institute of Transportation Engineer’s Parking Generation and the Urban Land Institute’s Shared
Parking. For the most part, the national standards are reasonably reflective of observed usage
with the exception of the requirement for Manufacturing/Industrial spaces, which appeared to be
higher than what is commonly recommended in either of those texts.
Other Communities
Rutland does not have any parking requirements in their current code, but instead defers to
industry standards issued by the Urban Land Institute or the Institute of Transportation
Engineers to prescribe the number of parking spaces needed for new development.
Burlington’s parking minimums recognized over 50 distinct land uses and grouped requirements
into three broad overlay zones: Neighborhood Districts (ND), Shared Use Districts (SUD), and
Multimodal Mixed-Use Districts (MMUD). Parking minimums for Shared Use Districts aligned
closest to the parking minimums set for the study area in Winooski currently. Neighborhood
District minimum requirements were generally more conservative and Burlington has waived
minimum parking requirements in the Multimodal Mixed-Use Districts.
Rutland does not have any minimum parking requirements in their Land Use Development
Regulations, but instead defers to parking requirements as outlined in the Urban Land Use’s
Shared Parking or the Institute of Transportation Engineer’s Parking Generation to guide
developers.
Neither Brattleboro nor Montpelier, which have almost identical minimum parking requirements,
recognize differences in demand between retail, restaurant, industrial, office and other
commercial uses, but does assign different ratios for these spaces according to the anticipated
volume of visitors, with the highest ratios relating to land uses with the highest anticipated rate
of patronage.

Zoning and Land Use Regulations
We also examined the mechanisms built into each community’s zoning or land use regulations
which allowed for more efficient and sustainable planning practices or supported alternative
modes of transportation. With regards to the last item, only Winooski and Burlington included
bicycle parking requirements as part of their zoning regulations and in both cases they provide
substantial detail regarding what is required.
While Winooski allows for reductions in required parking by shared use, it also limits this to
nonresidential projects over 10,000 square feet and only by approval by the Development
Review Board or Zoning Board. The language does not specify details on how this process can
be executed. In contrast, Burlington, Brattleboro, and Middlebury have detailed, robust
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descriptions of how this exception can be sought and, in some cases, calculated reliably prior to
submission.
Similarly, Burlington’s code provides more detail on what constitutes a Transportation Demand
Management program and how the developer should go about developing on when seeking
waivers which is not present in the Winooski code. Inversely, Winooski’s terms for crediting
satellite parking are more aligned with parking industry and planning best practices than
Burlington’s.
Burlington’s language describing creation of parking management plans as part of the process
for submitting for a waiver against minimum requirements is exemplary and reflective of best
recommended practices for urban planning. We also liked Middlebury’s “green space”
exemption as a unique and creative application of sustainable practices. We were pleased that
Burlington allows for In Lieu payments to get a waiver against bicycle parking requirements, but
would advocate for this policy to apply to standard parking waivers in all districts, rather than
granting a blanket waiver across the MMUD.
An accounting of these features is included on the following page as Table 13.
TABLE 13: COMPARISON OF PARKING WAIVERS AND EXEMPTIONS PER ZONING

COMMUNITY

SHARED-USE
ALLOWANCES

TRANS. PLAN
DEMAND MGMT.
PLAN
ALLOWANCES

SATELLITE
PARKING
ALLOWANCES

OTHER
WAIVERS/
ALLOWANCES

BICYCLE
PARKING
REQUIREMENTS

Winooski

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Burlington

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rutland

Yes

No

No

No

No

Brattleboro

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Middlebury

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Montpelier

Yes

No

No

Yes

No
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3.0 LAND-USE AND PARKING DEMAND AND
SUPPLY
3.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Parking demand is a function of the number of residents, employees, visitors, and other
members of the public who travel by vehicle and require space to store that vehicle. The study
area includes 16 streets and the parcels immediately abutting those streets (or that could
reasonably generate parking demand that may use those streets).
The project team first collected data on the nonresidential development from the CCRPC that
was developed for the most recent Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) update in 2018. 11
The second set of data included a more frequently updated (typically annually) set of residential
housing data. Both datasets were reviewed by City staff and the project team to maximize
consistency with on-the-ground conditions as of the time of this project. The parcel-by-parcel
review and dataset is visualized in Figure 9.
FIGURE 9: EXISTING LAND USES

Source: RSG mapped data from CCRPC and City of Winooski

CCRPC ECOS MTP. https://www.ccrpcvt.org/our-work/our-plans/ecos-metropolitan-transportationplan/.
11
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The study area contains 499 existing residential buildings that include 942 residential dwelling
units. After reviewing the density and unit counts, the project team estimated that 219 of these
units are detached single-unit dwellings. The remaining units have a higher density and are
generally attached structures or multiunit dwellings. The parking manuals noted above indicate
that the different residential classifications generate different levels of vehicle parking demand.
The number of dwelling units increased during the collection of the parking data. Specifically, an
additional 100 units are estimated to have been constructed following the occupancy data
collection. These projects included the construction of 39 units at 268 East Allen Street, 25 units
at 15 Manseau Street (formerly 243 East Allen Street), and 27 units at 211 Main Street. The
future land-use conditions reflect these additional residential uses by assuming they are already
part of the existing land use.
In addition, there are 138 nonresidential uses with an estimated 410,000 gross square feet. To
estimate the parking demand for the nonresidential uses, each use was classified to best align
with the descriptions used in the ULI Shared Parking Manual and the ITE Parking Generation
Manual. Each of these documents are discussed in Chapter 4.0. Table 14 shows the
nonresidential land uses and the estimated square footage in thousands of square feet (ksq ft)
for the uses in the study area.
TABLE 14: NONRESIDENTIAL USES AND SQUARE FOOTAGE
SQUARE FOOTAGE
LAND-USE TYPE
(KSQ FT)
Retail
88
Supermarket/grocery
7
Pharmacy
11
Restaurant
17
Nightclub
Office
Large office
Medical office
Daycare/adult day activities

1
228
26
26
6

Source: CCRPC, City of Winooski, and RSG
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3.2 FUTURE CONDITIONS
The City anticipates strong demand will continue for residential and mixed-use construction along the gateway districts of Main Street
(US Route 2/7) and East Allen Street (VT Route 15). A near-term planning horizon is used to inform what a plausible scenario might
look like as increasing demand and related changes in parking supply impact the nature of parking in the city. Table 15 documents
specific near-term land-use changes expected in the City.
TABLE 15: SPECIFIC NEAR-TERM LAND-USE CHANGES IN WINOOSKI
ADDRESS
355 Main Street
101–109 Main Street

LAND-USE DESCRIPTION

PARKING SUPPLY

30 dwelling units, ~1,500 square feet nonresidential, replacing a
nonresidential use and two-unit dwelling
54 dwelling units, ~1,200 square feet of nonresidential replacing a six-unit
dwelling (old mansion house) and a two-unit dwelling

223 East Allen Street
(Now addressed as 10

45 dwelling units with ~1,200 square feet of nonresidential use

Manseau Street)

32 parking spaces.
66 parking spaces
70 parking spaces, with 15 allocated
to 15 Manseau Street.
30 parking spaces (an agreement is

36 Malletts Bay Avenue

in place to lease parking from the City

20 dwelling units

on the O’Brien Community Center
site)

62 Weaver Street

8 dwelling units replacing a three-unit dwelling

9 parking spaces

340 Main Street

24 dwelling units

30 parking spaces
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City staff provided a list of parcels and development sites that are likely to undergo some
degree of redevelopment within the next five years or so. The timing is not as important as the
relative scale of the change both in terms of housing units and parking supply. In some cases,
the redevelopments combined several lots, whereas others simply replaced a single dwelling
unit with a multiunit structure.
Additional more speculative growth was added to the specific lots in Table 15 to reflect a total
land-use change typical of a 5-to-10-year planning period. The near-term growth is expected to
consist of approximately 300 new (net additional) housing units and 10,000 square feet of
nonresidential space with 450 off-street parking spaces. These near-term land-use changes and
the associated changes in parking supply inform the future scenario evaluated in the parking
model.
The future conditions also account for the change in on-street parking associated with the Main
Street Revitalization project. The 148 spaces of on-street parking in the base condition declines
to 43 in the future reconfigured Main Street.
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4.0 PARKING MODEL
4.1 MODEL DESIGN
The Shared-Use Parking Model (SUPM) is a tool that applies the ULI Shared Parking
methodology in a way that distributes the parking demand from multiple land uses to multiple
parking lots (on-street or off-street). 12 The model was originally created by the CCRPC and
RSG to help the Town of Williston evaluate their large format “box store” suburban parking lot
configurations and sizes. The original model underwent a significant update to customize the
inputs and outputs to reflect the complexities encountered within the City of Winooski. Specific
changes included improved run time, greater control and restrictions for RPPs, private parking
lots, time-of-day restrictions, and a more flexible approach to distributing parking demand
across the possible parking locations using a utility function.
The SUPM is principally governed by the assumption that the occupants of land uses generate
the demand for vehicle parking at different rates from other land uses and that those rates vary
by time of day, day of the week, and month of the year. Rather than assign a static estimate of
parking demand for a specific land use, which is typical of land-use zoning codes, the ULI
Shared Parking philosophy seeks to combine multiple land uses that are proximate together to
better understand cumulative parking demand at any point in time. The detailed SUPM data is
described in additional detail in Appendix F (provided under separate cover).
Shared parking is a frequently used policy that utilizes the different patterns that parking
demand follows for different land uses. Rather than set a reserved number of spaces for a
specific land use, a set of spaces can be shared between those land uses as long as their
patterns of demand vary throughout the typical day. For example, residential and office uses,
have traditionally their highest peak parking periods opposite each other. The concept is
visualized in Figure 10.

Smith, Mary S. Shared Parking, Third Edition. Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute, ICSC, and
National Parking Association, 2020.
12
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FIGURE 10: CONTRAST BETWEEN PEAK ACCUMULATED AND PEAK SHARED PARKING NEEDS

Source: City of Santa Cruz 13

The model uses a sequence of inputs and steps in the logic to estimate the total parking
demand for the land uses and then distribute that demand to the eligible parking locations. The
following steps are described in detail below:
•

Establish the available parking spaces, any restrictions on those spaces, and what land
uses are allowed to use those spaces.

•

Assign the land uses a parking generation land-use code (LUC).

•

Estimate parking demand by land use, day of week, time of day, and by user.

•

Distribute the parking demand across the available parking spaces.

•

Calibrate the model.

4.2 RESULTS
The SUPM provides a detailed forecast of parking demand across the time of day, day of week,
and where the vehicles are likely to park.

Overall Demand
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the weekday results by time of day and parking lot type. The
highest hour of the day is 2:00 p.m., with 1,167 vehicles in the existing condition and 1,365
vehicles in the near-term future condition. This peak is primarily driven by commercial demand
https://www.cityofsantacruz.com/government/city-departments/economic-development/developmentprojects/mixed-use-library-project/parking
13
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as residential demand peaks at night while commercial use peaks during the middle of the day.
This hourly pattern is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 for the weekdays in the base and future
years. The base year parking capacity is 3,528 and the future capacity is 3,923.
FIGURE 11: WEEKDAY SUPM RESULTS—BASE YEAR

Source: RSG SUPM

FIGURE 12: WEEKDAY SUPM RESULTS—FUTURE YEAR

Source: RSG SUPM
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Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the weekend results by time of day and parking lot type. The
highest hour of the day is 7:00 p.m., with 940 vehicles in the existing condition and 1,250
vehicles in the near-term future condition. The demand peaks differently by land-use and
parking lot type. During the weekend, commercial off-street lots peak in demand around 12:00
p.m., on-street parking peaks at 7:00 p.m. and the residential demand peaks at the end of the
day.
FIGURE 13: WEEKEND SUPM RESULTS—BASE YEAR

Source: RSG SUPM

FIGURE 14: WEEKEND SUPM RESULTS—FUTURE YEAR

Source: RSG SUPM
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Highest Occupancy Streets
Streets with average daily on-street occupancies exceeding 50% in the future are shown in
Figure 15 and Figure 16 for the weekday and weekend conditions. In addition to changing
habits due to COVID-19, parking rates for on-street spaces may be impacted by localized
events. For example, parking observations for this study were conducted when several projects
were under construction, such as 10 Manseau Street. This construction activity resulted in
short-term alterations to the roadway and on-street parking conditions. Ongoing monitoring of
the highest occupancy streets or street segments should continue as resources are available to
track and evaluate conditions to determine if changes in policy or enforcement may be needed.

Weekday Conditions
The SUPM results suggest that certain streets are likely to see demand for parking increase
during the weekday (Figure 15 and Figure 16). Specifically, Main Street, Manseau Street, East
Allen Street, and Bellevue Street (within one block of Main St.) could be the ones to see the
highest increases in total demand for on-street parking in the near term. Therefore, these
streets should be monitored for changes in demand as a result of nearby development.
FIGURE 15: WEEKDAY EXISTING PARKING OCCUPANCY, BY STREET

Source: RSG SUPM
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FIGURE 16: WEEKDAY NEAR-TERM FUTURE PARKING OCCUPANCY, BY STREET

Source: RSG SUPM

Weekend Conditions
The SUPM results suggest that the weekend hours may see a more dramatic change in onstreet parking occupancy in the near term (Figure 17 and Figure 18). Bellevue Street (one block
off Main St.), East Allen Street, Manseau Street, and Main Street could see higher occupancy
under the forecast conditions in the parking model. Similar to the streets mentioned above for
weekday conditions, these streets should be monitored for changes in demand as well.
The weekend demand during the evening hours is a function of higher residential demand
coinciding with demand from the retail and restaurant uses.
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FIGURE 17: WEEKEND EXISTING PARKING OCCUPANCY, BY STREET

Source: RSG SUPM

FIGURE 18: WEEKEND NEAR-TERM FUTURE PARKING OCCUPANCY, BY STREET

Source: RSG SUPM
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Parking Model Findings
The SUPM is a valuable resource to better understand how parking conditions today may look
in the future with changes in land use and the parking supply. The following findings can be
derived from the parking occupancy data produced by the model:
•

In aggregate, approximately 30% of the total parking supply is typically filled. However,
because most of those spaces are private residential lots or unshared commercial lots,
there are localized areas of higher occupancy.

•

Some study streets with few segments, such as Manseau Street and Bellevue Street, are
also adjacent to more intense land-use development and see some of the highest
occupancy rates.

•

The existing data reveals an observed preference for easy, on-street parking. That
preference is retained in the future parking model, which may be a reason for some of the
high on-street demand on Bellevue and Manseau Streets. As street parking starts to
reach higher occupancies, off-street lots may increase in use beyond what is typically
observed today. For Bellevue, it will become natural for people to park on blocks further
away from their destination. This study only evaluated the one block off of Main Street.
Additional on street parking is available on Bellevue further east.

•

Main Street is already in high demand for parking and will continue to be in high demand
in the future. It should be a focus area for monitoring and more active parking
management and for pressure that the parking supply and uses along Main Street
creases for side streets.

Model Caveat
Models are only as good as the assumptions and conditions that were used for calibration. As
such, no model will be perfect. This model includes a robust methodology established by the
ULI and used throughout the country to estimate the parking demand. It was refined based on
the unique conditions in the City of Winooski. It also features a new method to distribute the
demand across eligible parking lots.
The SUPM used the residential and nonresidential parking rates established during the
calibration to forecast the estimated parking demand in the future condition. The calibration of
the base model involved adjusting the utility function to observe the right mix of on-street vs. offstreet utilization. However, in the future this may change. The parking model provides insights
into the overall quality of parking and its approximate location. However, over time, the utility
function’s ability to distribute that demand may need to be revisited.
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5.0 SUITE OF POTENTIAL POLICY ACTIONS
This section assesses relevant policy actions that may be applicable to the City of Winooski.
Parking management strategies are most often considered when residents, visitors, or
employees are having trouble parking in preferable locations close to their destination.
The professional ‘rule of thumb’ has been to consider management strategies when curbside
occupancy is at 85% or greater capacity along a block face for three or more consecutive hours
on multiple days each week. This metric has been widely recognized by transportation
professionals as an indication that demand for car parking is reaching the limit of the supply in
the area and that other options should be considered. The limit of on-street parking itself is not
an issue, however, if drivers continue to circle blocks, they generate additional emissions and
congestion in the pursuit of a parking space. The 85% threshold is simply the first signal that
alternatives should be considered to attempt to rebalance the demand for the limited supply of
space.

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE POLICY ACTIONS
The current parking occupancy rates in Winooski indicate that the city is in a great position to
monitor and work to preemptively manage parking both from a demand and a supply
perspective. Few blocks in the City experience parking occupancy in excess of 85% for multiple
hours of the day. The following management approaches and policies are compiled from
several sources, some of which include the previously completed Downtown Parking Plan as
well as parking studies in nearby Burlington. We recommend this consideration as many of the
general strategies can require years to bring to fruition and may require substantial work on the
part of municipal leaders to effect.
The actions are ordered by those that often need fewer resources to complete (time, money,
analysis, etc.) at the top and those that require more significant resources to complete at the
bottom.
For ease of reference, these strategies are grouped into general categories, but this does not
mean individual approaches under each category cannot be undertaken independently. In
addition, the order of presentation within this chapter does not connote a recommended
sequencing of implementation but is simply presented in this sequence for convenience.
Chapter 6.0 develop a process by which management strategies and policies set out here can
be applied to specific streets in the city.
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5.2 “LOW COST”
“Low cost” initiatives refer to both fiscal and political cost, specifically relative to some of the
other strategies identified herein. These strategies include the following:
•

Clearly define the allowable on-street parking areas in a district with roadway markings
and signage designate. In areas with growing tension this becomes more important to
protect safe driveway access, crosswalks, etc.

•

Designate specific areas, for special uses such as loading zones or pickup and drop-off
areas for transportation network company (TNC) providers such as Uber and Lyft, if
warranted.

These initiatives are often a first step toward formalizing parking policy and operations in a
district when competition for on-street spaces becomes intense enough to create tension in the
area or district between competing users. Execution of these actions is commonly undertaken
by the municipality to provide clarity and order to local constituents. As the saying goes, one
“cannot manage what they cannot measure.” In a similar vein, municipalities cannot enact and
enforce policy to maintain equality of access and general order until they have clearly indicated
the rules of use.
Additionally, once demand for on-street space becomes aggravated by increasing density and
development in an area without defined standards for where one can and cannot park, it is
common to see individuals parking according to where they can physically fit their vehicle,
rather than where it can be accommodated without negatively impacting the surrounding area.
In areas where parameters have not been clearly defined, it is not uncommon to see individuals
parking too close to or even impeding access to fire hydrants, crosswalks, driveways, alleyways,
and intersections.
Even in areas with clearly delineated curbside parking, double-parking by service and delivery
vehicles or standing in travel lanes is common behavior among taxi and TNC drivers if they do
not have designated curbside zones. As a result, these actions not only make it easier for the
municipality to enact and enforce policy, but they also enhance public safety and preserve traffic
flow through the district. As this typically will benefit all parties, there is generally limited political
resistance to implementation of these strategies, making them “low cost” from a political
perspective. Eventually those spaces most in-demand may convert to paid parking and offering
them for ‘free’ to short-term spaces would be a revenue loss, but could lead to an improvement
in operational efficiency and safety.
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Figure 19 shows examples of on-street markings and signage.
FIGURE 19: EXAMPLES OF ON-STREET MARKINGS AND SIGNAGE

While each municipality will have its own standards for spacing, sizing, and distances to specific
infrastructure, the following provides general standards to consider
•

Winooski’s design standards account for a 9 feet width minimum and 18 feet in length.
The Main Street plans have 8 foot wide by 20 feet long on-street spaces.

•

Winooski’s Parking Ordinance (Chapter 15) sets out the required clearances from
intersections, crosswalks, fire hydrants, and other points to improve access and egress
by others.

•

Once time limits or other parking requirements are imposed on any specific block face it
is helpful to use signs, striping, or paint to delineate the restricted parking areas.

•

The length of loading zones, taxi stands, or TNC pickup/drop-off areas is largely
dependent on the anticipated maximum size of delivery vehicles or the anticipated
volume of standing livery vehicles and, as such, there is no common or typical measure.
The City includes a loading zone standard of 25 feet, however, for frequent pickup/dropoff zones for TNCs or food delivery, a different standard could apply.
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The capacity of a given block face is determined by applying these standards to determine the
number of linear “parkable” spaces that exist along the curb. The location of loading/service
zones along a particular block are typically dictated by adjacent land uses or otherwise located
midblock to allow for equal access to all points along the block face. As to the number of
loading/service zones needed within a particular district, there is no fast rule as this is
determined by local land uses or use of livery services.
The fiscal cost of applying these markings also varies widely, but since many of these
treatments are mostly accomplished through the use paint, it can be estimated at between $75
and $150 per space. While this can be substantial over a large area, it is still substantially less
than creating off-street parking, which can cost between $5,000 and $10,000 per space. 14
When initiating these actions, a municipality should take care to ensure they have adequate
personnel to patrol and enforce existing policies. Most critically, the municipality should work to
ensure that service and livery vehicles are using the spaces allocated for their use and not
continuing the practice of double-parking or stopping in travel lanes to pick up or discharge
passengers. Additionally, and to better manage access to these designated service zones, the
municipality may want to investigate adoption of web-based, cloud-supported online reservation
system which will allow approaching service and livery vehicle drivers to identify open zones
and reserve them for a fixed period. These systems have shown a marked ability to reduce
double-parking, roadway congestion, and conflicts between drivers.

5.3 ZONING OPTIONS
Minimum Parking
Like most municipalities, the City of Winooski establishes minimum parking requirements for
land development through their zoning regulations. Within empirical studies of existing land
uses and their relation to parking demand, such as the ULI’s Shared Parking or the Institute of
Transportation Engineer’s Parking Generation, significant differences in parking demand ratios
are reported for each of these “commercial” land uses. In point of fact, these texts are excellent
resources when setting new requirements for “commercial” land uses as recommended.

14

https://cityobservatory.org/the-price-of-parking/
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Shared-Use Parking
Historically, municipalities have set parking requirements per zone to assure each project had
adequate supply to meet the peak demand of all planned uses, which often resulted in
oversupply of parking as it was rare that multiple land uses would experience their peak need
simultaneously. In practice, developers noted that the variation in demand according to time of
day and time of year between land uses would allow the project to function effectively using a
parking supply smaller than that mandated by traditional zoning through a shared parking model
(Figure 20).
FIGURE 20: CONTRAST BETWEEN PEAK ACCUMULATED AND PEAK SHARED PARKING NEEDS
GROSS WEEKDAY DEMAND
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We would also recommend that the City of Winooski strike the term “Reserved” from the
description of minimum parking requirements as it implies that any parking provided for a
specific development should be exclusive only to that development’s tenants and their guests
and no others. This implication may deter developers and property owners from entering into
‘interfacility’ (i.e., agreements to shared parking between separate by adjacent or nearby
properties) shared-use agreements, which appears to be allowed under Section 4.12.C.2 within
certain regulations and limitations. In addition, we would encourage Winooski to adopt language
and forms or templates encouraging “interfacility” sharing to meet minimum parking
requirements. A good example of these regulations and associated documents from the City of
San Diego is included in Appendix E (provided under separate cover).
Adoption of shared parking provisions to grant waivers against minimum parking requirements
recognizes this variance and has been proven to be an effective incentive to developers.
Winooski has already allowed for shared parking supported reductions within their existing
code, but the language and process for areas outside the downtown core is somewhat broad
and undefined. As the regulations (Section 4.12.2.a) currently reads, a developer may submit
shared parking calculations for approval by the Applicable Authority, for nonresidential
developments over 10,000 square feet in nonresidential floor space and only if not more than
60% of the supply is shared between uses. Compare this to the regulations provided for the
downtown core district (Section 3.6.C) which provide fixed adjustments to minimum parking
requirements that would allow the developer to project requirements under zoning prior to
submission, with a higher degree of confidence that their application would be approved.
It is the project team’s assertion that adoption of clearer procedures and processes akin to what
is currently used in Brattleboro and Montpelier, which provide fixed factors which allow
developers to calculate their potential supply reduction (and resulting cost savings) could
serve to support development without placing the City in a position of making up for potential
future shortfalls.

Unbundled Parking
A more recent trend that has gained support in many municipalities is for developers to
“unbundle” parking from their projects as means of explicitly making parking an out-of-pocket
cost rather than ‘hidden’ within the standard rent or lease. When developers “unbundle” parking
they charge a separate fee for provided parking supporting the project, rather than including
(e.g., “bundling”) it within the rent or sales price. It has been theorized that requiring prospective
tenants to recognize the cost of the parking as a separate fee from the dwelling unit, they have
the opportunity to make a conscious decision to commit to driving. This process can help
reframe the consideration to drive or consider other more sustainable modes of transportation if
available. The bundling benefits those residents or tenants without vehicles to avoid paying a
higher rent than they would otherwise.
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The unbundling may also lower the net cost of the project by qualifying the developer to reduce
the number of required parking spaces, much like they do if they include access to shared
vehicles, bicycling facilities, or subsidized transit passes. Cities such as Oakland, CA; Santa
Monica, CA; Berkeley, CA; San Francisco, CA; and Seattle, WA have all passed zoning
requirements mandating that any new multiunit residential development must rent/lease parking
separately or allow residents to opt out. Santa Monica has started to apply this to commercial
developments as well. Seattle has applied this to existing buildings when leases turn over. Los
Angeles’s Adaptive Reuse Ordinance permits developers to unbundle parking to encourage
converting/redeveloping old buildings. Many examples of unbundled parking are in larger
metropolitan cities, but these strategies have also been effective in smaller communities like
Winooski.
A strategy for unbundled parking should also consider whether there are nearby users, aside
from those on the specific parcel of concern, who could buy into the parking spaces. This
creates a separate marketplace for market rate parking that may not otherwise ‘pencil out’ if it
was only a parking project. A requirement to allow outside tenants to participate in the
purchasing access and use of the parking spaces could be considered by the City in future
zoning reforms.
If a tenant does require vehicle parking the unbundling of the parking fee from the base rent or
lease allows the tenant to find the parking situation that balances their overall utility. If there is
adequate free parking available within a reasonable distance some users will select that option
overpaying for parking on site. Parking, like most goods, is sensitive to price and those options
lowest in cost will be used first. We all value our time, convenience, and perceived safety –
which also factor into out-of-pocket costs. Unbundling of parking creates a new incentive for
some users to seek out less costly options which may affect the previous status quo.

Elimination of Parking Requirements
A final mechanism to address parking through zoning regulations that is gaining traction in many
communities is to eliminate parking minimums all together. This is most commonly seen in
denser urban centers where available land is limited and alternatives for parking exist. The City
of Burlington has adopted this approach in the Multimodal Mixed-Use Parking District and the
City of South Burlington has eliminated parking minimums for all uses except multiunit
residential developments. Both large (Buffalo, NY) and small (Dover, NH) examples exist of
communities adopting this practice. In practice, this initiative has shown short-term benefits by
removing a common barrier to prospective developers, but the longer-term impacts have not
been fully realized in many cases.
For almost two decades, the City of Norfolk (VA) waived all parking requirements in their
downtown, assuming the responsibility for providing public parking to meet the private demand
generated by new development. For some time, this was highly effective as the city has an
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abundance of surface parking along the Elizabeth River where maritime warehouses, long since
demolished, had stood. However, at some point this surface parking was absorbed completely,
requiring the City to commit to developing structure parking to maintain momentum for the
revitalization. This commitment to providing expensive infrastructure eventually overwhelmed
what had been a robust enterprise fund.
Rather than offer blanket parking requirements to incentivize development, the city could
consider introducing the option of allowing developer to “buy out” part of their parking
requirement through impact, or In Lieu, fees. These funds can be used to finance the
development of public parking assets, public transit improvements, streetscape projects which
promote more sustainable modes of transportation, etc. These fees do not need to be priced to
translate directly into a 1:1 cost to build new parking; in point of fact, only a handful of cities in
the United States can command fees of this magnitude. If a community launches this initiative
early on, before an area is in crisis, the fees can be set a level which does not inhibit developers
but still generates contributions into a designated fund. By the time action is needed, the City
should have enough to take corrective, perhaps even proactive, steps to address issues caused
by the granting of waivers.

5.4 ON STREET
On-street parking is critical to the health and vitality of a mixed-use district. When a first-time or
infrequent visitor comes into the area, they most often first locate their intended destination and
then begin searching for available parking, preferably as close as possible and within line of
sight. If the destination does not have available parking on site, curbside parking is often the
next best alternative. If the visitor is able to find parking easily and traverse comfortably between
the parking and their destination (and back), they are more likely to repeat the experience and
recommend the same to others. Inversely, if the destination does not have open on-site parking
and all the curbside parking in the area is occupied with employees and residents, the visitor is
likely to depart the area with a negative impression which will reduce the likelihood of their
future return and color their description of the district to others.
As an area or district experiences increasing density, it is most often first reflected in on-street
supply utilization, especially if it is not regulated by time limits or metering. Introduction of
measures to manage on-street parking are commonly triggered when curbside occupancy is at
85% or greater capacity along a block face for three or more consecutive hours on multiple days
each week. These metrics describe conditions which are widely recognized by transportation
professionals as an indication that the area has a parking issue. When this occurs,
municipalities are usually compelled to introduce mechanisms to better manage these assets.
These mechanisms often include institution or modification of posted time limits, introduction of
parking meters, or establishment of parking permit zones.
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Time Limits
The introduction of time limits is often the first action initiated, which compels turnover and
therefore availability of curbside spaces by motivating long-term parkers such as employees or
residents to seek out alternative arrangements, commonly off-street. Time limits are most often
set to accommodate the intended users (i.e., 1-2 hours for shoppers, 2-3 hours for diners and
event goers). As with the designation of official parking areas and designated loading and livery
zones, these policies are only as effective as the enforcement efforts to assure compliance (as
well as the fines for violation).
For some municipalities, the assignment of time limits is not sufficient to assure turnover and
availability at the curb. In many cases, the long-term parkers who once enjoyed parking onstreet seek to circumvent these restrictions by simply moving their vehicles every few hours,
which does technically create some turnover, but may not open up enough capacity to
accommodate discretionary users. In these instances, the municipality may introduce parking
meters or paid parking systems as a secondary mechanism to promote turnover and availability.

Metered Parking
Metering spaces serve multiple functions. First, it makes the individual aware of the time limits
imposed on the spaces by requiring them to consciously acknowledge the fee and submit
payment for the time desired to occupy a space. Second, for long-term parkers, it creates a
financial disincentive to occupy curbside spaces, especially if off-street parking is free or at a
lower cost. Third, it makes detection of violators easier by including a device which will signal a
parking enforcement officer that time has elapsed.
As noted previously, the cost of parking at an on-street space should be substantially higher
than the cost of parking for the same period in a nearby off-street facility. This pricing difference
creates the incentive for employees and residents to seek out those off-street options. Rates
should be set at a level where they represent a minor inconvenience for the intended user, but a
significant cost for the potential violator. For example, Burlington has set the rate at the meters
in their most heavily used area at $1.50 per hour with no time limit. For a casual diner or
shopper, their parking cost would potential be somewhere between $1.50 and $4.50, which is
not insubstantial, but also not insurmountable, especially if it allows them ‘front door’ access to a
desired destination. In addition, this casual shopper or diner is likely to only bear that cost a few
times per week, per month, or per year.
Inversely, the employee working an eight-hour shift in the same area is paying $12.00 to park in
the same space each day. If they are working a standard week, that equates to $60.00 per
week or $240.00 per month. If this person is parked at a time-limited meter and gets cited for an
overtime violation just once, that is an additional $75.00 fine, due within 30 days.
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Parking Permits
On-street permit programs are common in
residential areas abutting commercial
corridors. These are most commonly
RPPs, but there are examples of
municipalities maintaining permit zones
which issue a limited number of passes for
other users (usually employees) to park in
the area under certain conditions. Permit
programs are often established when the
neighborhood experiences an increase in
curbside occupancy caused by employees
or patrons of the nearby commercial
corridor moving onto residential streets to
avoid time limits or meters installed along
the corridor to promote turnover. Ideally,
these programs are established prior to
any change in policy in the nearby area to
prevent this migration, but this is a rare
occurrence.

The City of Greenville, North Carolina has established a
strong set of criteria for establishing a Residential Parking
Permit zone within their existing City Ordinances as
follows: Sec. 10-2-241. Criteria for establishment.
(1) The majority of the street frontage measured at the
right-of-way line must be in a residential zoning district.
(2) The property must be used in a residential manner in
order to qualify for a residential parking permit.
(3) This procedure shall be applicable on a minimum per
block basis. This procedure may apply to one (1) or both
sides of the block.
(4) A petition, identifying the boundaries of the streets
within the proposed controlled residential parking area
must be presented to the engineering and inspections
department and signed by adult residents of at least fiftyone (51) percent of the living units contained in each block
face of the proposed controlled residential parking areas.

Parking permit programs make
(5) A parking study must be completed, conducted
identification of violators easier by
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on a weekday
identifying and registering the vehicles
with one (1) observation made each two (2) hours. The
which are supposed to be parking in the
study must reveal that at least seventy (70) percent of the
area. In mixed-use areas, it is not
parking capacity of the proposed controlled residential
uncommon that residents are issued one
parking area is occupied.
type of permit which allows them to park
(6) A minimum of thirty-three (33) percent of the parked
on the street during overnight and
vehicles must be registered to the addresses outside the
weekend hours or around the clock and
proposed controlled residential parking area.
another permit which allows employees to
park during the hours of their employment.
In some districts, permit zones operating in tandem with posted maximum time limits or meters,
provide discretionary parkers with an option while still preserving the protections afforded by the
permit program. In these instances, time limits or meters are often applied to a select number of
spaces rather than across the entire district to create a reserve of spaces for discretionary
parkers.
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As it is with other types of regulation, these policies are only as effective as the enforcement,
adjudication, and collective efforts supporting them and the fine structure intended to correct
abuses.

5.5 OFF STREET
Off-street strategies are usually enacted when an area is reaching maturity and supply-side
approaches are no longer viable because land has become too valuable to support
development of new parking supply, the cost to develop new supply has reached prohibitive
levels, or congestion in the district has become problematic. In these instances, the municipality
may move to limit the supply in the area or create incentives for individuals to consider other
parking or transportation options.

Parking Maximums
Parking maximums are zoning regulations that limit the amount of parking a developer can build
on their site to constrain supply. The primary objective behind this approach is to push
individuals to seek out more sustainable modes of travel by making parking (and therefore
single-occupant vehicle driving) more difficult and expensive, or even impossible.

Demand-Responsive Pricing
Demand-responsive pricing is the practice of adjusting parking rates to influence parking
behavior. By raising the cost of parking in congested or overused areas and reducing or
eliminating cost in less sought-after facilities, the municipality seeks to push parking from areas
of intense demand to areas of lesser demand. Across the board price increases can also have
the effect of driving individuals to seek out alternative modes of transportation.
Parking maximums and demand-responsive pricing are common in larger urban centers with
inflated parking markets; robust real estate and business environments; and substantial
alternative mode infrastructure and offerings. They assume a high degree of inelasticity in
demand for area goods and services, so much so that constraining the parking supply or
inflating its cost is more likely to result in a shift in mode choice than a loss in patronage,
residency, or employment.
Many smaller municipalities, including Burlington, Brattleboro and Montpelier have adopted
parking maximums as a first step towards more sustainable practices, but in actual practice the
prevailing market conditions make overbuilding in these markets unprofitable and unattractive.
In addition, the parking maximums in each case are general ceilings, rather than restrictive
regulations.
Inversely, the City of Boston, which hosts a parking market which offers significant profit
incentives for developers cleared to build parking on speculation, rather than based on project
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need, the regulatory authorities have set parking maximums well below market standards to
artificially constrain supply, pushing residents, employees, patrons and visitors to seek out
alternative modes of transportation.
Similarly, larger and more established municipalities have started to experiment with demandresponsive pricing as a mechanism to improve revenues or drive individuals toward alternative
modes of transportation. Most municipalities, however, start with demand-responsive pricing
adjustments to reflect the difference in demand for on- and off-street parking, or create a
mechanism to shift demand in one overused facility to a less congested one. Burlington,
Brattleboro, and Montpelier have all used demand-responsive pricing strategies to create price
differentials between on- and off-street facilities intended to push long-term parkers out of
curbside spaces in select areas.

5.6 INTERMODAL AND TRANSPORTATION DEMAND
MANAGEMENT INVESTMENTS
Strategies which promote investment in intermodal improvements are focused on how to get
people into the district/area by more sustainable means. While limiting the number of parking
spaces which can be provided for new development or raising rates to make parking
unpalatable is the ‘stick’ used to drive people towards sustainable modes, intermodal
investments represent the “carrot.”
Concerns about personal safety when electing to travel by means other than a personal vehicle,
especially on crowded roadways, often serves as barrier to individual considering other modes.
Inversely, that same congestion, driven by hundreds or thousands of sole occupants commute
daily by personal vehicle, can serve as powerful disincentive to continue the practice. Programs
which provide for dedicated travel lanes for alternative modes (i.e., bicycles, BRT, HOV) can
address both of these factors.
In addition to the dedicated lane for travel, supporting facilities can also help reduce barriers to
embracing other modes of transport. People considering commuting by bicycle often worry
about where they will be able to securely store their bike while they are at work or in class and
how they can get cleaned up and changed after the ride in. Individuals considering mass transit
are often concerned about being exposed to the elements during inclement weather while
waiting for the shuttle, bus, trolley or train. Carpoolers and rideshare participants struggle with
finding a safe, convenient location to meet and leave a vehicle. Programs which provide critical
infrastructure to support alternative modes (e.g., park-and-ride facilities, bus stations/
shelters, bicycle storage, changing/showering facilities) address these fears proactively and
reduce barrier to participation.
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The largest enabler to support nonmotorized travel is an interconnected set of complementary
land uses that would be safe, efficient, and within a reasonable travel time. The shape of the
urban form and its relationship with travel behavior has been well documented and several
attributes have been developed to describe the form and characteristics of the land use,
transportation connection. The attributes have come to be referred to as the “Ds,” as follows:
•

Density: Of population or employment

•

Diversity: Variety of different land uses (mix) and their proportional balance (referred to
as entropy).

•

Design: Physical orientation between the land use and the people accessing it,
describing efficient pedestrian access, safe crossings, bike lanes, sidewalks, etc.

•

Distance to transit: Nearest stop for particular services and stop density.

•

Destinations: Access to regional opportunities (jobs, health care, etc.) usually by transit
modes.

The research led by Reid Ewing and Robert Cervero has evolved over the years with analysis
on the significance of any or each of these particular “Ds” and other built form variables. Their
2010 Meta Analysis work identified that intersection density, distance to nearest store, and the
jobs/housing balance were the largest factors driving demand for nonmotorized trip making.
Organizations and businesses can encourage nonmotorized trips as well as discourage auto
trips by providing resources such as secure bicycle storage, showers, and join a transportation
management association to market additional services and monitor travel behavior changes.
Supporting programs address logistical issues (i.e., ridematching, carsharing services) or
barriers (e.g., guaranteed ride home vouchers, bicycle repair services, etc.). CATMA is the
Chittenden Area Transportation Management Association that focuses on delivering these
supporting programs such as: ridematching and carpooling services, support for organizations
developing teleworking policies, transit passes (applicable when fee for ride resumes),
monitoring and marketing services to ensure employees are aware of the travel services.
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Shared Mobility
Transit is the primary shared mobility travel mode (Figure 21). Winooski sits at the nexus
between several routes providing residents, visitors, and employees’ access to some of the
largest employment areas in Chittenden County including Burlington, Essex Junction, Milton,
and St. Albans.
Five Green Mountain Transit routes serve Winooski’s downtown, with Route 9: Winooski bus
service providing a loop through the city. The five routes are listed below:
•

2: Essex Junction. Between Burlington and points east using the Circulator and core
downtown.

•

9: Winooski. Loop through the city.

•

36: Jeffersonville Commuter. Between Burlington and points east using the Circulator
and core downtown.

•

56: Milton Commuter. Between Burlington and points north using the core downtown and
out of Winooski along Main Street.

•

96: St. Albans LINK Express. Between Burlington and St. Albans with two stops along
Main Street.

FIGURE 21: WINOOSKI TRANSIT SERVICES

56: Milton
96: St. Albans

9: Winooski
2: Essex Junction
36: Jefferson Commuter

Source: https://ridegmt.com/
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Carsharing (CarShareVT) and bikeshare (Greenride) are two available options in the Burlington
area to expand travel options for those without access to a privately owned vehicle.
Although CarShareVT does not have an active vehicle pod in Winooski, eventually a pod could
return to the city with the right mix of users, and property owner support.
Carsharing has been a proven resource to lower the cost of transportation for carshare
members. Many members have been able to avoid purchasing a second or third car, and some
members have been able to avoid the need to own a private car by benefiting from accessing a
shared vehicle. As a community nonprofit the cost of membership and cost of borrowing the
vehicle is much lower than owning a private vehicle when accounting for insurance, fuel,
financing, and depreciation – creating an accessible community transportation option.
Greenride Bikeshare has hubs throughout the Burlington area with one hub in downtown
Winooski at the Circulator (Figure 22). Greenride Bikeshare could seek to expand to cover a
larger footprint in Winooski especially now that the vehicles are equipped with electric assist to
improve handle the hills. Bike share systems perform best when they are integrated into a
robust transit, walking, and biking network along with a dense and diverse land use. The
evolving land use and infrastructure along the gateways could feasibly support additional
Greenride hubs.
FIGURE 22: GREENRIDE BIKESHARE HUBS

Source: http://greenridebikeshare.com/system-map/
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5.7 PLACEMAKING INVESTMENTS
Placemaking investments look less at transportation modes, but rather how to organize or focus
land uses so that vehicle trips are eliminated or infrequently necessary. The focus of these
initiatives is often on how to get people to move across a district/area by more sustainable
means by providing a variety of uses (office, retail, residential, etc.) in a focused area. This
allows residents to meet their needs without using a car.
Many studies of urban centers seeking to attract more residential development cite the lack of
grocery stores (i.e., ‘food deserts’) as a critical concern for developers and potential residents.
Other critical land uses include childcare centers, schools, and medical/clinical service facilities.
Programs which attract these land uses in tandem with the development of housing unit or in
advance, especially in areas which offer proximity and ease of access to employment centers,
help position these neighborhoods as areas where all critical services are accessible without
using a personal vehicle.
Streetscape improvements which support walking such as widening and improving sidewalks,
introducing more diffuse and effective lighting, adding pocket parks or other greenspace all help
promote a more attractive environment for pedestrians. In addition, a municipality can invite
activity into a district at the street-level by creating room for outdoor dining along sidewalks;
places for food trucks to sell their wares; areas for cart vendors or performers; or scheduling
regular small events. This helps promote feelings of security and vitality to the area and make
individuals more amendable to walking.
Finally, promoting infill and street-level building design which increases connection and
interaction between passing pedestrians and residents, tenants, employees or others in the
buildings along the street create a more activated streetscape and increases safety by directing
more passive observation. In a reversal of classic suburban residential design, which tended to
place the larger portion of lawn and decks, porches and other congregating areas on the back of
the home, away from the street, new urban designers are creating courtyards, gardens,
porches, verandas and other features which bring residents out towards the street to observe
and interact with the surrounding community.
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5.8 ELECTRIC VEHICLE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
Vermont has aggressive targets to increase the number of electric vehicles in place to achieve
climate change goals. Ensuring that vehicle owners have access to fueling infrastructure has
been identified as one of the highest priority investments needed to encourage more drivers to
shift to an electric vehicle.
Federal investment has been increasingly directed to assist state agencies of transportation
(i.e., Vermont Agency of Transportation) expand the amount of electric vehicle supply
equipment (EVSE) publicly available. Cities such as Winooski have a role to play to support the
continued shift toward electrification by creating policies to include charging infrastructure in
land-use development, increase the supply and availability of public chargers, and find equitable
pathways to achieve a fair and consistent access to charging infrastructure.
The City could use public right of way or other property to support expanded EVSE to partially
achieve these goals. Providing EVSE at the curb may be one option to expand the availability of
charging infrastructure. However, for several reasons this option may not be preferable in the
long term.
•

Maintenance of multiple charging ports. Providing a station for every two parking spaces
along the curb requires extensive power and utility work as well as increasing the
number of charging locations in a distributed and low-density configuration. Maintaining
each station against the natural elements (weather, snow) and exposure (vandalism,
vehicle collisions) at the curb face would require significant investment from the city.

•

Committing the curb face for vehicle parking. If EVSE were placed at the curb – it
creates a significant sunk cost and impediment to creating a flexible street design.

Other city property, such as parking garages, which are already committed to storing vehicles,
could be a valuable location for EVSE. Some cities have partnered with charging companies
(i.e., Electrify America, Charge Point), with the relationship taking different forms (some own
and operate, some only operate). The presence and availability of electric vehicle fueling
infrastructure may nudge more drivers to shift to a garage vs. a curb space.
A publicly available off-street space, garage or surface lot, may provide a more equitable and
available option for residents in a multiunit structure which may not have sufficient space to
accommodate vehicle charging infrastructure.
The provision of EVSE is only one tool among many to reduce the emissions associated with
transportation. Essential – is to create the ability to move around without using a private car in
the first place. This may require travel lanes or parking lanes converted to multimodal lanes,
transit lanes, etc. Vehicles are the mode of last resort when travel distances exceed the
availability of other options; and when they are used, they should be electrified.
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EVSE investments by the City, especially those committed to on-street curb parking, should be
considered wisely. The first action that could be undertaken is a review of EVSE in light of offstreet parking requirements in land-development projects. The City can work to determine
whether there are incentives (“carrots”) to support greater adoption of EVSE in the project
design (such as reducing the number of off-street parking spaces required), or whether it is a
hard requirement. This action could be tied to making units affordable or including provisions
mandating the parking spaces are shared with other properties. The EVSE policy should be
connected with others that can reduce vehicle ownership or reduce the number of parking
spaces required.
The second action might consider what off-street parking spaces may be best suited for EVSE.
The last action would consider whether any on-street spaces are critical to encourage the
adoption of electric vehicles. The City could issue a Request for Information to solicit interest
from charging companies on how a citywide system could be designed and deployed to inform
these later two actions.
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6.0 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The City has an opportunity to be proactive in its stance in managing both the demand for
parking and the supply of available parking. In considering the various strategies and options
presented in the prior chapter, as well as existing conditions and projected needs in the
foreseeable future, there is no single path forward. That said, the following policy actions follow
a generalized linear structure with difficulty increasing through each step.
It is expected that parking occupancy will increase in certain areas of the city over the next few
years as additional land-use development occurs at a higher density with a wider mix of land
uses. With on-street parking occupancy increasing and causing additional parking pressure, the
following implementation plan illustrates a pathway and decision points that the City can use to
guide the creation of a comprehensive PMP.

6.1 IMPLEMENTING PARKING MANAGEMENT
POLICIES
Phase 1 Implementation Plan
The phase 1 strategies initiate the process with actions that can be immediately pursued and
set out the framework for comprehensive parking management plan. Parking management
plans are first started by answering, “When and where will parking management policies be
applied?”
When parking management policies will be applied:
•

Professional rule of thumb threshold is when on-street occupancy exceeds 85% for three
or more consecutive hours (see Section 5.4). This is only one free space on a 10-space
block and often a point where drivers seek to find additional, more available parking.

•

Community concerns are raised about the availability of parking. To benefit from this
awareness the City would need to design a petition process (see Burlington’s petition
here: https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/DPW/Requesting-RPP) or formalize a way to collect
input raised at meetings such as the Planning Commission, Municipal Infrastructure
Commission, Development Review Board, or City Council. Local resident or business
owners may have a specific time or day of the week with issues, or a lower parking
threshold (below the 85%) may be causing concerns. Creating opportunities to hear from
all stakeholders and reduce the burden of a petition process should be considered.
However, the fundamental process of a petition process is to improve the equity
considerations by having it community led rather than through top-down decisions.
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Where parking management policies will be applied:
•

Figure 16 shows the streets (Bellevue, Manseau, and Main) that could be likely to start
seeing average occupancy exceed the 85% threshold for several consecutive hours.

•

Specific segments of several of the study area streets in addition to the streets noted
above—such as Weaver Street, Malletts Bay Avenue, and East Allen Street—are
expected to see average occupancy approach or exceed the 85% threshold.

STEP 1: Define the Rules
•

Ensure enforcement of where “parking” and “no parking” areas are through striping,
signage, regulations, and other “Low Cost” options. This step prepares the legal
requirements for action by defining what the expected behaviors are and when to
delineate when those actions violate the rules.

•

Prepare for additional enforcement demands on the City staff. This may be additional
hours for parking officers, phone and technical support, and additional administrative time
to process and collect tickets and fines. New policies and an adjustment in fines to both
assure corrective action and establish an adequate revenue stream to cover the cost of
additional personnel and equipment.

STEP 2: Prioritize the Users
•

Determine the highest priority for any space by the time of day and day of week. The
priorities are best set by understanding the array of users and proximate land uses.
Asking who is unable to find the desired parking and why is also helpful to inform the
priorities.

•

Questions to guide the selection of the parking priorities:
−
−
−
−

Early morning: residents or visitors or employees?
Midday: residents or visitors or employees?
Evening: residents or visitors or employees?
Who has difficulty parking? What time is that?
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STEP 3: Initial Management Practices
•

Increase parking turnover by implementing time limits (e.g., 1 hour, 2 hour, 4 hour) and
create specific spaces for loading (e.g., commercial, residential, ADA) or short-term pick
up/drop off (e.g., 3 min., 5 min., 15 min.). Each of these limits applies to specific sets of
users, either by dedicating space for them and encouraging those who need more time to
park in other locations. The objective of this initiative is to reduce incidents of doubleparking or stopping in travel lanes which create unsafe conditions.

•

RPPs can be designated, like Mansion and Platt Streets today, for all days of the week
and all times, or they can be designated for only applying for certain hours of the day,
such as 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. Residential permits can be designed in many ways to
restrict or increase flexibility, price or limit the supply of permits, or limit their applicability
to a year or so. Understanding the local supply and demand for any street will inform the
specifics of any program, which will need to determine if permits should be limited in
number or apply to only one side of the street, for example. Section 2.5 describes the
residential permit in detail.

•

The City should improve the process for RPPs by creating a petition process for residents
to nominate a residential parking permit system to be explored by the City. Input from
immediate residents—and other users of the parking—should be considered to
understand the effects of implementing a residential permit system as well as the supply
of permits and whether a fee is appropriate.

•

Supply adequate personnel to patrol and enforce existing parking management policies.
The decision on which management practice applies is unique to each street and each
situation. For some streets with adequate off-street parking for residents, the on-street
parking can be managed to meet the short-term needs of visitors and guests. Streets with
a high degree of on-street demand from residents need policies designed to reflect those
needs.

STEP 4: Secondary Effects of Management
Once the most desirable parking spaces are limited in some way, either by price (in the case of
unbundled parking or meters), time (time limits), or by user (loading spaces or residential
permits), users will seek out alternatives.
The first alternative is often to find parking farther away, which may affect the on-street parking
on nearby blocks. Any management actions that are implemented on specific segments may
cause secondary effects, which should be monitored.
These four steps are iterative and part of an ongoing cycle of active parking management. With
each additional cycle, progressive actions can be taken to have a stronger effect on the parking
demand. For example, if time limits themselves prove insufficient to achieve a lower on-street
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parking occupancy, then maybe on-street paid parking is considered. This initiative proposes to
create greater compliance of posted time limits or turnover in areas of elevated demand. Like
time limits, meters are intended to create an incentive for long-term parkers to seek out offstreet options or consider other transportation modes, freeing up curbside spaces for short-term,
discretionary parking. However, metering creates an additional financial incentive (i.e., avoiding
paying meter fees) in addition to the threat of ticketing and also makes for easier detection of
individuals who fail to pay the meter or stay past their allowed time. Once paid parking is
introduced, it needs to be designed to consider the time and rate differential between on-street
and off-street options.

Phase 2 Implementation Plan
The second phase of the implementation plan comprises strategies that may require additional
effort or are appropriate after the phase 1 strategies have run their course. These strategies
include:
•

Revise the parking requirements for nonresidential uses to separate requirements to
retail stores, cafes and take-out restaurants, mid-range restaurants, high-end restaurants,
bars and taverns, office space, and medical office space. Winooski currently applies the
same requirements to all commercial businesses, which includes retail stores,
restaurants, bars and taverns, etc., as well as office space.

•

Strike the term “Reserved” from the description of minimum parking requirements as it
implies that any parking provided for a specific development should be exclusive only to
that development’s tenants and their guests and no others.

•

Adopt language and forms or templates encouraging “interfacility” sharing to meet
minimum parking requirements. A good example of these regulations and associated
documents from the City of San Diego is included in Appendix E (provided under
separate cover). The revised language should include fixed values for calculating shared
parking reductions and simplify the process. This should be considered when on-street
occupancy in a district or area is regularly reported at 75% of practical capacity or more
on multiple days, while off-street occupancy at the same time is 60% or less of practical
capacity.

•

Implement programs and initiatives intended to reduce the demand for parking through
the promotion of non-auto modes of transportation as a mechanism to meet parking
requirements. This could be achieved by offering applicants credits against their parking
requirements for:
−

Formalizing the unbundling of parking from lease/rental agreements which is being
done now on an ad-hoc developer lead initiative. This should be pursued once
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−

−
−

adequate controls are in place to prevent prospective tenants from migrating to onstreet spaces to avoid parking fees.
Transportation demand management activities which can provide nudges to
encourage individuals to use public transit, walking, biking, or facilitate teleworking
or other ways to avoid the trip. Incorporating features such as dedicated lockers,
shower facilities, repair stations, and secured and covered parking areas to support
bicyclists; inviting a micro-mobility service such a bike- or scooter-share company
to establish a location within the project area and offering to register tenants with
the service; and subsidizing programs which provide discounted transit passes,
ridematching, ‘free ride home’ services, and other supporting programs which
promote alternatives to the personal automobile.
Executing an agreement with a carsharing service to install several vehicles on or
near the project site and providing tenants with memberships.
Establishing a remote satellite parking facility for the storage of secondary vehicles
with dedicated shuttle service.

•

Consider expanding the application of transportation impact fees (rather than consider a
new “In Lieu” fee) to fund create multimodal mobility hubs, improve the non-auto
transportation modes and placemaking, and generally mitigate parking and traffic issues
as a district grows and matures. The nexus between the fees and avoided trips can be
strengthened by ensuring that new development must participate in ongoing
transportation demand management activities by partnering with an organization such as
CATMA.

•

Harmonize the paid parking fees between on-street and off-street parking facilities to
incentivize the desired behavior. By raising rates in facilities which are oversubscribed
and reducing or eliminating them in facilities which are underutilized, the municipality
seeks to reach a point of equilibrium through user choice, rather than prescription. The
objective of these initiatives is to ensure balance across the system, as well as provide a
fiscal incentive for commuters to consider other modes of transportation.
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6.2 CASE STUDIES
This chapter illustrates how the policy actions described in Chapter 5.0 can be put into practice
using the implementation process outlined in Chapter 6.1.

Bellevue Street
The study area segment of Bellevue Street is a short 500-foot length between Main Street and
Richard Street. The street is primarily residential in nature although some home-based
businesses do operate in the study area (contractors). The existing street is unmanaged and
has 24 on-street spaces. The segment is shown in Figure 23.
FIGURE 23: BELLEVUE STREET
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The simplified parking supply analysis showing the base condition and the future scenario is
summarized in Table 16. The spaces available for the residential uses are expected to decrease
around 50% with the changes in land use that are focused on the Main Street end of the street.
The small amount of commercial uses will have more shared-use parking spaces.
TABLE 16: BELLEVUE PARKING DEMANDS
RESIDENTIAL

BASE

SCENARIO

% CHANGE

Residential Units

11

40

264%

On-Street Spaces

24

24

0%

Off-Street

30

62

107%

Off-Street Parking Ratio

2.7

1.6

-43%

Total Parking Supply Ratio

4.9

2.2

-56%

NONRESIDENTIAL USES

BASE

SCENARIO

% CHANGE

Non-Res (per ksf)

5.7

6.2

8%

On-Street Spaces

24

24

0%

Off-Street Including Shared with
Residential Uses

19

41

116%

Off-Street Parking Ratio

3.3

6.7

99%

Total Parking Supply Ratio

7.6

10.6

39%

The PMP process should consider who are the primary users for the on-street parking by time
of day and day of week. The past and future adjacent uses are largely residential in nature –
suggesting that finding management strategies that meet residential needs should be prioritized.
However, given the proximity to Main Street and the limited future on-street spaces on Main
Street, there should be some consideration of accommodating short-term parking needs for the
nonresidential uses along Main Street.
The off-street future parking supply for the residential uses on Bellevue are nearly equal to the
citywide average numbers of vehicles per household suggesting that on-street parking demands
should remain manageable. The future modeling that accounts for the changes in land use
along Main Street and the reduction in parking indicate that Bellevue parking is in high demand.
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Given the additional pressure on Bellevue Street parking, the management of the parking could
include:
•

Ensuring that any households requiring on-street access to ADA spaces are
accommodated.

•

One short-term space (e.g., 2 hours or less) could be established on each block that
accommodates a range of household needs for visitors such as delivery drivers and
residential pick-ups or drop-offs. The space could be near the corner of Main Street
given the limited on-street parking options on Main Street.

•

Monitoring the occupancy of Bellevue Street beyond the one segment considered in the
PMP. Residents and visitors may start to part on Richard Street or on Bellevue Street
east of Richard Street.

Lower Main Street
The segment of Main Street from downtown to Spring Street could see additional residential
uses (more than doubling) and a slight change in the nonresidential square footage (down ~7%)
(Figure 24). The ratio of available spaces is anticipated to decline which will likely increase
average parking occupancy. The Main Street redesign is expected to reduce the number of
spaces in this segment. An increase is anticipated in the number of spaces shared between
residential and nonresidential uses. This is a positive trend that can maximize the utilization of
any off-street parking spaces.
TABLE 17: LOWER MAIN STREET PARKING DEMANDS
RESIDENTIAL

BASE

SCENARIO

% CHANGE

Residential Units

42

94

124%

On-Street Spaces

45

13

-71%

Off Street

63

121

92%

Off-Street Parking Ratio

1.5

1.3

-14%

Total Parking Supply Ratio

2.6

1.4

-45%

NONRESIDENTIAL USES

BASE

SCENARIO

% CHANGE

Non-Res (per ksf)

6.654

6.165

-7%

On-Street Spaces

45

13

-71%

45

105

133%

Off-Street Parking Ratio

6.8

17.0

152%

Total Parking Supply Ratio

13.5

19.1

42%

Off-Street Including Shared with
Residential Uses
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The simplistic parking demand and supply analysis in Table 17 indicates that the residential
users may see a slight decline in the supply of parking spaces and the spaces for the
associated nonresidential demands may slightly increase through the provision of shared
spaces. It is expected that the limited on-street spaces will be in high demand.
The following management practices for the segment could include:
•

Prioritizing guests and visitors to the
area over employees or residents by
managing the on-street spaces
through time limits during the daytime
and leaving it unrestricted for the
overnight hours.

•

Creating on-street spaces for shortterm delivery and pickup/drop offs,
deliveries, etc.

•

Prepare to monitor and enforce these
restrictions. Monitor enforcement data
and consider paid parking if utilization
continues to exceed the 85% for
several hours of the day.

FIGURE 24: LOWER MAIN STREET
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Upper Main Street
The segment of Main Street from Lafountain FIGURE 25: UPPER MAIN STREET
Street north could see more than a doubling
of the residential units with a smaller increase
(~7%) in the nonresidential square footage
(Figure 25). The ratio of available spaces is
anticipated to decline which will likely increase
average parking occupancy.
An increase is anticipated in the number of
spaces shared between residential and
nonresidential uses. This is a positive trend
that can maximize the utilization of any offstreet spaces.
An increase is anticipated in the number of
spaces shared between residential and
nonresidential uses. This is a positive trend
that can maximize the utilization of any offstreet spaces.
The off-street residential spaces are expected
to remain higher than overall vehicle
ownership averages which suggests that
residential needs are largely met with the
future supply. However, more transient uses
such as visitors, guests, and patrons for the
growing commercial uses may face parking
supply challenges.
The following management practices for the
segment could include:
•

Prioritizing guests and visitors to the area over employees and residents by managing the
on-street spaces through time limits during the daytime and leaving it unrestricted for the
overnight hours.

•

Creating on-street spaces for short-term delivery and pickup/drop offs, deliveries, etc.
This is important for the food related businesses along the corridor.

•

The short-term spaces could also be designed to accommodate residential short-term
needs such as delivery services, home repairs, etc.
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•

Prepare to monitor and enforce time-limited restrictions. Monitor enforcement data and
consider paid parking if utilization continues to exceed the 85% for several hours of the
day.

The simplistic parking demand and supply analysis in Table 18 indicates that the residential
users may see a slight decline in the supply of parking spaces and the spaces for the
associated nonresidential demands may slightly increase through the provision of shared
spaces. It is expected that the limited on-street spaces will be in high demand.
TABLE 18: UPPER MAIN STREET PARKING DEMANDS
RESIDENTIAL

BASE

SCENARIO

% CHANGE

Residential Units

111

242

118%

On-Street Spaces

77

24

-69%

Off Street

249

434

74%

Off-Street Parking Ratio

2.2

1.8

-20%

Total Parking Supply Ratio

2.9

1.9

-36%

NONRESIDENTIAL USES

BASE

SCENARIO

% CHANGE

Non-Res (per ksf)

143

153

7%

On-Street Spaces
Off-Street Including Shared with
Residential Uses

77

24

-69%

377

530

41%

Off-Street Parking Ratio

2.6

3.5

31%

Total Parking Supply Ratio

3.2

3.6

14%
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7.0 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
The City of Winooski is a vibrant and dynamic community in northwestern Vermont that has
continued to see changes in land use and changes in its population stemming from investments
in its downtown core over the past two decades. Starting with significant investments in
downtown Winooski, the city has seen significant land-use change along the gateways to
downtown connecting to points north and east out of the downtown core. These land-use
changes have brought new residents and increased demand for vehicle parking throughout the
city.
The anticipated growth and land use development over the next few years will continue to
shape the city and will likely increase demand for on-street parking in many parts of the city.
Specifically, the land-use changes in Table 15 that are incorporated in the parking model along
with the reconfiguration of Main Street are expected to result in higher on-street parking
occupancy rates. Implementing a parking management strategy can reduce the challenge to
meet priority parking needs in a community and neighborhood – acknowledging that there is a
finite amount of space to allocate to the best demand.
A street-by-street approach needs to consider which policies from Chapter 5.0 may best apply
to the local context and develop an approach to meet the needs of the priority users. A street or
neighborhood parking plan needs to engage the local residents, business owners, and other
parties to determine those priority users and how the public space should be managed to meet
the parking needs.
A set of recommendations are identified in Table 19 to prepare the city to manage streetspecific parking management issues and reduce the overall demand for vehicle parking in the
city. The timelines set out in the recommendations are intended to guide and inform the
anticipated level of effort and complexity to complete. Short term could be reasonably expected
to be complete within 5 years, mid term may require between 5 and 10 years, and long term
recommendations may require more than 10 years to accomplish.
TABLE 19: PMP RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATION
Set up enforcement
mechanisms for streets with
growing parking stress

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS
Signs, striping, and painting to inform where
parking is allowed or prohibited

Develop monitoring schedule

Set up routes and schedule for periodic video or

and program

hand count for on-street occupancy
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RECOMMENDATION

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS

TIMELINE

• Remove the word “reserved” from minimum
parking requirements
• Revise nonresidential rates to create additional
distinctions between uses
• Eliminate minimum parking requirements for
Update parking zoning
requirements

affordable units
• Reduce parking minimums for residential zones

Short term

• Formalize language to encourage “shared
interfacility parking”
• Consider when unbundling is recommended or
discouraged, and whether any incentives accrue
to development.
Develop residential parking
permit petition or community

Process for soliciting interest for residential permits

Short term

input process
Initiate street-specific parking

Identify timelines, monitoring, and priority needs

management plans

along with applicable strategies

Short term

Identify funding and staff
capacity for additional
enforcement for time-limited or

Budget for staff training and labor hours

Mid term

paid parking
Zoning and land-development regulations to
Transportation demand

require transportation demand management

management requirements

policies and investments are part of land-use

Mid term

applications
Alternative funding sources for mobility hubs,
Transportation impact fees

bikeshare and carsharing infrastructure, and
nonmotorized travel infrastructure
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RECOMMENDATION
Enhanced transit service

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS
Increased frequency and transit routes throughout
Winooski

TIMELINE
Long term

The City of Winooski is in an enviable position – a community that is in demand and
experiencing investment, an in-tact tight-knit urban street grid and robust community resources
and infrastructure that allows residents, guests, and employees to travel by transit, biking, and
walking, and many streets that have public right of way space available to reconsider how that
space shall be used to meet the needs of the rapidly evolving community.
The PMP sets out the existing parking conditions and articulates the conditions for a possible
near-term future scenario. The findings and conclusions of the PMP identify actions to improve
the capacity of the City to manage future parking demands, change zoning and landdevelopment regulations to stay ahead of those evolving demands, monitor for changes, and
invest in long-term mobility options to the private vehicle.
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